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the foreign delegations at a meeting of
the Anglo-German-French Committee of the Imperial
War Graves Commission in London on 15th May, Lord
Trenchard said that after twenty years they had not
quite finished covering with beauty and consolation
the human loss and destruction of four short years of
war. " But here, among ourselves," he added, " we
have learnt to be guided by one principle. We have not
fenced off our dead of the Great War by frontiers.
We have not carried out our national duties of remembrance and honour in jealous isolation.
We have
worked together, and learned from each other.
" The lesson surely holds good in wider spheres.
Each nation, while living its own intense national life,
is, as we have ourselves been led to understand, linked
to the others by ties that the sword has been unable to
sever. T o use these links is our duty, to try to cut them
is waste of time, and of things infinitely more precious
than time."
WELCOMING

*

*

*

The lesson has not been learned. The obstacles to
international intercourse and the division of labour
are being raised higher and higher. Freedom of migration is restricted by embargoes on immigration. Freedom of exchange and of production is limited by
tariffs, quotas, subsidies, and exchange restrictions of a
scale and character which no one could have imagined
possible before the war. The consequences are seen
in standing armies, navies and air forces of unparalleled
size. The nations are relapsing into isolation and
barbarism. We unite in death as we fashion economic
policies to divide mankind and manufacture weapons
to murder many millions more !
*

*

*

The total amounts paid to wheat growers by the Wheat
Commission in respect of the current cereal year
amount to £6,143,600 (The Times, 18th May). This is
at the rate of 18J. per quarter. If we assume that each
acre produces four quarters of wheat, the payment
averages £ 3 12s. an acre, which is more than the
rental of the land. The money to make the payment
comes out of the pockets of the consumers of bread,
who are subjected to a concealed tax in order to bolster
up this uneconomic and wasteful scheme. The people
who benefit by it in the end are in the main the owners
of the land.

A further extension of this kind of policy, which is
described by the pleasant name of " price assurance,"
was announced by the new Minister of Agriculture, Sir
Reginald Dorman-Smith, on 18th May. He said that
the Government intended to make deficiency payments
in respect of sheep, and additional payments in respect
of oats and barley. He estimated that the average
annual payment for sheep would be £900,000 a year,
the additional cost for oats £2,120,000 a year, and for
barley £800,000 a year.
*

*

*

Speaking a few days previously at a meeting of the
Council of Agriculture for Wales (12th May) the
Minister said that growers of oats and barley would
have a pleasant surprise. It is not such a pleasant
surprise for those who have to foot the bill. " I want,
if I can," said Sir Reginald, " to keep the farmers free
men so they can keep their independence and use their
skill, energy and ability, and it is along those lines I
am working." Just so, at the expense of imposing
higher prices or increased taxes on the skill, energy
and ability of every other citizen.
O n 3rd May the Minister of Agriculture announced
that the Government would make a payment of £ 2
an acre in respect of land which had been laid down to
grass for not less than seven years if it was ploughed up
and re-seeded. No estimate appears to have been
given of the cost of this proposal.
*

*

*

It will be remembered that many other forms of
" assistance to agriculture " are already in operation.
These include the complete de-rating of agricultural
land, import duties and quotas restricting the importation of agricultural products from abroad which raise
the price of the home-produced products, and the beef
subsidy which raises the price of imported meat in
order to give an advantage to the British producer.
When the Minister's latest announcement was made
(House of Commons, 18th May), M r Herbert Morrison
asked :
" In all seriousness I ask the right hon. Gentleman whether he is now in a position to answer the
question I put some time ago, namely, can he inform
the House what is the gross amount of public money
that is now being expended for the political purpose of
the Government retaining the support of the farmers ? "
No answer was given.
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F r o m all over the country come newspaper reports
of complaints a n d agitation over high rents and in
some places of rent strikes. H e r e are some typical
cases :—
Speaking as one of a deputation from the Presbytery
of Glasgow to the Public H e a l t h Committee of the
Corporation, the Rev. W . J . Baxter gave instances of
farmed-out houses a n d sub-let rooms which were, he
declared, a scandal and a disgrace—single rooms
where a family of nine paid 15s. a week in advance
to the t e n a n t of the house for one bed a n d practically
no other furniture in the room ; six m e n paying 5s.
each a week for a share in a single room ; families
using one gas stove for cooking in the passage, a n d
d r a w i n g water from a pipe in the lavatory ; young
w o m e n sleeping in the passage ; young boys w h o
disguised their age to get a corner along with m e n
a n d w o m e n of all ages, a n d all paying exorbitant
rents for the m i n i m u m of shelter a n d space. (Glasgow
Herald,

13th M a y . )

At a meeting in Swindon of the Mayor's Distress
Committee of the local Council of Social Service the
case was considered of a family consisting of m a n , wife
a n d child who were paying 17s. 6d. a week for a small
house. T h e m a n , unemployed, was receiving 30.y. a
week. " This rent business is one of the biggest scandals
there is," Sir Noel Arkell said. " For people to have to
pay rents like these is equivalent to a person like myself
going to live in Blenheim Palace." H e described high
rents as " a crime against God a n d m a n . "
(Daily
Herald,

15th M a y . )

I n an article in the Daily Herald (23rd M a y ) Miss
Beatrix M o o r e said that in 1938-39 nearly a h u n d r e d
thousand tenants took part in rent strikes, a n d quoted
a recent T r a d e s U n i o n Congress survey which reached
the conclusion that nearly half the earnings of the
lower-paid workers go to the landlord in rent.
#

*

*

T e n a n t s Defence Leagues have been formed in m a n y
parts of the country. T h e i r p r o g r a m m e includes :
rent restriction, good standard of repairs, constructive
house-building p r o g r a m m e , slum clearance, abolition
of landlord's right to distrain.
It does not seem to have occurred to any of these
bodies that the rents they have to pay are increased
by taxation, a n d that one of the prime causes of high
rents is the local rates which are imposed u p o n houses.
T h e y should agitate for the abolition of this tax on one
of the first necessaries of life.
Restriction of rents, if generally applied, must m e a n
t h a t the building of houses will cease, for no one will
build t h e m if he cannot recoup himself for his expenditure. T h e whole task of providing houses would then
fall u p o n the local authorities, w h o would have to subsidise t h e m out of the rates. T h e rates would increase,
a n d at the end of this vicious circle everyone would
b e as badly off as at present.
O n the other h a n d to take the rates off houses a n d
p u t t h e m on land values would encourage the building
of houses a n d discourage the holding of land out of use
for high prices. I t would be a simple a n d equitable
m e t h o d of reducing* rents a*n d securing
more houses.
*
O p e n i n g a new senior school at W y m o n d h a m ,
Norfolk, Sir Frederick M a n d e r , General Secretary of
the National U n i o n of Teachers, said that " often the
cheapest thing a b o u t a school was the ground on which
it stood. L a n d was cheaper t h a n linoleum. Linoleum
wore out, but land often got more v a l u a b l e . " (Reported
i n The Schoolmaster,

18th

May.)

I t is a pity to see this somewhat silly statement
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revived. If the price of linoleum is 4j. a square yard,
an acre of it would cost over £ 9 0 0 , a n d the value of all
the land in this country would reach a n astronomical
figure of over £50,000,000,000, which is five times as
m u c h as anyone has estimated it to be worth.
Some land is cheaper t h a n linoleum, and if it were not
it would be impossible to use it for m a n y purposes.
O t h e r land is worth a thousand or a million times as
m u c h as an equal quantity of linoleum. Such comparisons are of no value. T h e y might be of interest if
some one could devise a method of m a n u f a c t u r i n g land
as linoleum is m a n u f a c t u r e d , a n d of doing so without
using any land. Till then we m a y be forgiven for
thinking that land is
* more *important
* than linoleum.
T h e following questions and answers were m a d e in
the House of Commons on 9th M a y :—
M R H A N N A H asked the Secretary of State for Scotland
whether he will consider a m e n d i n g the law so that
buildings in Scotland m a y be derated without the
necessity of removing their roofs, in view of the fact
that large country houses might be needed for evacuation ?
THE

SECRETARY

OF

STATE

FOR

SCOTLAND

(MR

COLVILLE) : I have noted my hon Friend's suggestion,
b u t I a m not satisfied on the information before m e
that the a m o u n t of accommodation available for
evacuated persons in an emergency is likely to be
affected to any material extent in consequence of the
system of rating in Scotland.
M R H A N N A H : Is not the present law extraordinarily
wasteful by making it necessary to remove the roof if
there is to be relief from rates ?
M R COLVILLE :
T h e question was p u t from the
point of view of evacuation, and f r o m that point of view
I could not justify legislation.
*

*

*

For the benefit of those who are not familiar with the
method of local taxation in Scotland it may be remarked
that approximately half the rates are charged on
" owners " and are payable whether rateable property
is occupied or not, whereas in England no rates are
payable in respect of unoccupied property. T h e only
means by which the owner can escape his share of the
rates in Scotland is by allowing the building to go into
complete ruin or by performing some drastic act to
make it unusable, such as removing the roof.
It is an interesting example of the destructive results
of rating buildings a n d improvements. T h e remedy is
evidently to assess the rates on the value of the land only,
exempting the buildings. T h e owner would t h e n be u n able to escape paying his contribution because he could
not destroy the land. If the building became unsuitable
for present-day requirements he would find it expedient
to erect another which
developed
the
*
*
* land properly.
Strong criticism of the operation of the Coal Acts
was m a d e at the a n n u a l meeting of the South Scotland
C h a m b e r of Commerce. T h e chairman, M r W . D .
R u t h e r f o r d , said (Glasgow Herald, 13th May) that coal
consumers had been asked to pay higher prices in
order to raise miners' wages, b u t on the distinct promise
that consumers' interests were to be safeguarded. T h e
alleged safeguards h a d in practice proved quite ineffective. T h e prices h a d been raised to an exorbitant
extent. H e had figures of a public company supplying
coal in the district which showed that the dividends of
the company were more t h a n doubled a n d the value
of their shares also more t h a n doubled since the Act
was passed. A far greater p a r t of the enormously
increased prices t h a n Parliament h a d ever contem-
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plated was going into the pockets of the mineowners,
and under the Act there seemed to be no redress of
any practical use. Parliament surely never intended
simply to transfer the profits of the woollen industry to
another industry, but this had been the result.
This is a concrete example of the effects of so-called
" economic planning." The consumer always pays.
The monopolist always gains. The political technique
of it is to insinuate that the measure is necessary to give
more wages or more employment to some group of
workers. If that result does follow it is obtained at the
cost of other workers. It is simply protectionism in a
new disguise, which makes it more difficult to demonstrate the ultimate ill-effects.
*

*

*

At a meeting of Inverness County Council a strong
protest against certain provisions of the Deer and
Ground Game Bill was made by Colonel Sir D. W.
Cameron of Lochiel. He said (Glasgow Herald, 5th
May) that the point at issue in the Bill was in regard
to county councils paying certain costs in connection
with the killing of deer. Where costs could not be
recovered from individual proprietors, it was proposed
that they should be borne equally by county councils
and the Treasury.
He objected to any share being borne by the ratepayers. T h e late Lord Lovat and farmers had framed
a Bill to which all parties agreed, but the proposals
were turned down by the Scottish Office. Since then it
had been impossible to get any agreement, and the
Government had to proceed with its own Bill.
Under the late Lord Lovat's proposals there was
never any suggestion by proprietors or farmers that
part of the cost should be borne by ratepayers, but by
proprietors who failed to keep down their deer.
It was monstrously unfair that people who were not
in the least concerned with deer should be called upon
to pay. A resolution of protest was passed.
*

*

*

The terrific burden of local taxation in South Wales
reaches a high point in Merthyr Tydfil, where (Daily
Herald, 25th April) the Council has fixed a rate of
30^. 6d. in the £ . This is the highest for the whole
country. Over half the rate (165. 2d. in the £ ) is
attributable to public assistance. T h a t is a dreadful
commentary upon the distress in the district.
For the benefit of readers in other countries to whom
a tax of " 305. 6d. in the £ " seems an anomaly since
the £ contains only 205., it should be explained that
local taxation in England and Wales is leviable on the
occupier, so that his total outgoings, if he is a tenant,
is the rent for the premises plus local rates to the local
authority. In this case, for every £ 1 of net rateable
value (the rent going to the landlord) there is 305. 6d.
payable to the local authority. It would be more
correct therefore to speak of 305. 6d. " t o " the £
instead of 305. 6d. " in " the £ .
By Henry George
An Inquiry into the Cause of Industrial
Depressions and of Increase of Want with Increase of Wealth
-—the Remedy. New Edition : Cloth If. In Marone limp
rexine, gold lettering and gilt top, 2s.
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New Edition : Cloth, If.

PROTECTION OR F R E E T R A D E
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Stiff paper covers, 6d.

Cloth, If.
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A
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Cloth, If.
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THE HENRY GEORGE CENTENARY
2nd September, 1939
Enrolments of members of the International Conference are being received in very satisfactory manner,
although these are mostly non-attending members with
service of the Conference Papers. It is a natural anticipation that those actually attending will be recruited
for the most part from the United States.
The International Conference takes place in the
Hotel Commodore, New York City, 30th August to
2nd September.
The membership of the International Union for
Land Value Taxation and Free Trade has also had a
large accession during the past month, and we are
grateful for numerous renewals.
To encourage ALL our readers to become adherents
of the Conference, as well as to join the Union, we have
enclosed two forms—that relating to the Union has
on the back of it the rules with regard to membership.
By arrangement with the Committee in New York
all intending members and adherents in the United
States of America should send their enrolment and their
fees for the Conference to Mr Frank Chodorov, at the
Henry George School of Social Science, 30 East 29th
Street, New York City. They can use the form enclosed herewith, but in their case it should be addressed
not to the International Union but to the New York
address as given.
Readers in all other countries should send their
enrolments, both for the Conference and as members
of the Union, to the address of the International Union
at 34 Knightrider Street, London, E.C.4.
There m a y be m a n y w h o , not w i s h i n g to have
the Conference p a p e r s and not able to attend the
Conference, nevertheless w i s h to be a s s o c i a t e d
w i t h it. Special attention i s therefore directed
to i t e m N o 4 i n the Conference F o r m , w h i c h IN
ANY CASE invites adherence at a m i n i m u m fee
o f O N E SHILLING or 25 cents. Our object,
w i t h w h i c h w e believe every one will be i n accord,
i s to m a k e the roll of t h o s e w e l c o m i n g the Centenary Celebrations a s large a n d a s representative
a s possible of all countries.
Details of the Conference programme are being
arranged and the papers are being made ready for the
printer. We expect to publish next month the general
outline of the time-table.
Important also are the particulars of Centenary
Celebrations wherever they are being held.
Correspondents are asked to send us news of planned celebrations in their localities with the (preferably) cable
address to which fraternal greetings may be sent.
Dr Julius J . Pikler celebrated his seventy-fifth
birthday on 13th May. O n this occasion, thirty-four
adherents of Henry George were gathered in Buda
Pest to do honour to Dr Pikler, and in gratitude for his
association as well as for the eminent services he had
rendered in advancing the philosophy that joined them
together. In Hungary Dr Pikler formulated and was
able to give effect to the law for land value rating in
Buda Pest and in other towns, a law which has since been
suspended. Outside Hungary his friends and colleagues
are all those who were present at or followed the proceedings of the Conferences in Oxford and in Copenhagen in 1923 and 1926, where he gave such able
guidance in matters both theoretical and practical.
We were delighted to receive from Mrs Lilla Kunvari
a memento of the Buda Pest birthday party with
photograph of Dr Pikler himself.
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FREEDOM THE SOLUTION
FOR THE first time conscription has been put into effect
in a period when the country is not at war. It has
been enacted as a measure of diplomatic policy, so it
is said, for the purpose of meeting a present emergency
and as a sign that the nation is prepared to honour the
obligations which it has undertaken. This is not the
occasion to examine the twists and turns of our foreign
policy during recent years, nor to enquire why such
action is required as evidence that our pledges have
been entered into in good faith. Whatever may be
said in exoneration, the fact remains that for the first
time the power to coerce and conscript men is made the
instrument for effecting whatever purpose the Government of the day thinks good, and that it no longer
relies upon an instinctive and voluntary realization of
the justice of its aims for the support it may require.
It is said that this is only a small and temporary
infringement of h u m a n liberty, but it is an infringement
of a vital principle. Neither is it an isolated breach
of the rights of the individual ; it is of a piece with the
many other attacks on liberty which characterize the
age. During the century which elapsed after the
French revolution a general progress was m a d e towards
political and economic freedom. T h e privileges of the
small minority who controlled the destinies of nations
were gradually taken away, and the right of the citizen
through democratic means to decide his own destiny
was slowly established. I n the economic sphere the
mobility of labour and capital increased. Millions
of emigrants from Europe flowed to America and
Australasia.
A world-wide interchange of products
and division of labour developed. T h e barriers to
intercourse and commerce were lowered, and the
transactions of a large part of the world were conducted
by means of one medium of exchange.
I n the last fifty years and especially in the last twentyfive years a halt has been called to this healthy development, and we have recently been moving with alarming
speed in the opposite direction. T h e frontiers between
nations have become more and more, not the boundaries between different local administrations, but
barriers to the movement of people, to the transport of
goods, and almost to the interchange of ideas. T h e concept of nationalism has been erected into a fetish before
which all that is most worth while in h u m a n life is being
sacrificed.
W h a t are the causes of this strange retrogression ?
Broadly they are two :
failure to investigate a n d
delimit the economic and social spheres of the individual and of the State, and the power of selfish interests

to manipulate public opinion and to use the forms of
democracy for their own ends.
T h e growing power of the common people was used
to secure for them more and more political power, to
break down the prohibitions upon the expression of
opinion, to gain religious liberty, and to remove discriminations in favour of particular groups. It was
use to abolish patronage in government and to put an
end to the sinecures on which the poor relations of the
governing classes were pensioned. It was used to
reform the old municipal corporations and to establish
municipal government upon a responsible and democratic basis. It was used to abolish tariffs, to enlarge
the area of free competition and so to limit the extent to
which some groups could exploit others.
These were all achievements in the direction of
greater liberty, and they produced great results. Population and wealth increased rapidly. But there still
remained grave inequalities in the distribution of wealth.
T h e progress of society made those who worked to
some extent better off, but it also made a small minority
of non-workers enormously wealthy. Evidently there
still remained something to accomplish. O n the one
hand there were those who by inertia, instinct or selfinterest desired things to remain as they were ; on the
other, those who desired to remedy this gross inequality.
But what is the remedy ? Is it to readjust the results
of injustice after it has come into existence or is it to find
the causes and to remove them ? It is here that the
failure to delimit the functions of the State and of the
individual has had such disastrous consequences. T h e
remedy has been sought in using the power of the State
not to increase freedom but to increase restriction.
T h e defenders of privilege have been quick to turn the
discontent of the people to their own ends, to make
them believe that the competition of foreigners is the
cause of their impoverishment, and to induce them to
look to restrictions upon trade and industry for the
solution of their difficulties.
T h e result of such policies has been to interfere
with the natural development of industry, to make
every adjustment to changing economic conditions
more difficult, and to accentuate depressions of trade
and the variation in the volume of employment. This
has led to the demand for more restrictions, for quotas,
subsidies, tariffs and exchange equalization.
So the
vicious circle proceeds. With it has come a worsening
of international relations ; the measures which are
taken by one nation for the " defence " of its economic
position are to other nations an " attack " upon their
trade and industry.
T h e attempt to " insulate " the trade of one country
against economic changes in others has made the
fluctuations in each more violent and disastrous. Can
anyone doubt that if each state of the United States
had practised the policy of regulation and isolation
of its economy from its fellow states the economic
condition of each would have been far worse than it
actually is ? These considerations are elementary
and fundamental, but they are so little regarded as
truisms that they must be repeated again and again
with the greatest emphasis if any way of escape is to
be found.
To say all this is not to say that the State has no
functions. To secure freedom of action and equality
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of opportunity demands positive action, and is not to
be achieved by anarchy. T h e ingenuity of individuals will always be used to secure privileges for
some unless unceasing vigilance is used to prevent it.
Moreover, freedom of exchange, although of enduring
importance, and, it might be said, under existing conditions of paramount importance, is not the sole end
to be sought. T h e relations between men are also
governed by the property rights which are created
and enforced by the State. Without property there
can be no exchange, and the distribution of property
conditions the distribution of wealth. Here again
the conflict of extreme views obscures the real solution.
Those who wish to preserve untouched all existing
individual property evoke a reaction to the other
extreme of wishing to vest all property in the State.
It is true that the latter extreme is impossible, for articles
of consumption must ultimately become the property
of the consumers, and the most that the State can
attempt to do is to prevent its citizens from exchanging
them with each other so as to maximise the enjoyment
which each individual can obtain.
T h e solution can only be found by relating the
results of economic analysis to the concept of property,
by recognising in the first place that besides the fruits of
individual effort there are also the fruits of collective
effort and co-operation. The latter register themselves
in the value of land, the payment which must inevitably
be made year after year for the privilege of enjoying a
certain situation within the ambit of the community
and of being able to avail one's self of the manifold
advantages which flow from social life and co-operation.
This value should form the revenue of society and not of
individuals. Taking it for the equal benefit of all
members of the community we can safely leave the use
of land to individuals. Utilizing this natural source
of revenue we can find the means of abolishing the tariffs
and other taxes which prevent exchange and hamper
industry.
In this way, and in this way only, can we find a
synthesis which will reconcile the rights of the individual and the rights of the State and which will
reconcile equality of opportunity with economic and
political freedom.
F. C. R. D.
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PALESTINE
In 1937 a Royal Commission reported in favour of
the speedy termination of the M a n d a t e for the administration of Palestine and for the setting up of two independent Jewish and Arab States between whom the
major part of Palestine would be divided. Although
this proposal was at first favoured by the Government,
it was not proceeded with in the face of strong adverse
criticism.
Disorders and disturbances have continued in
Palestine, and the Government now propose to submit
a new plan to the League of Nations, the main feature
of which is that a defined maximum of Jewish immigration will be permitted for five years, and thereafter
arrangements will be made at a date not specified to
set up an independent administration on lines not
clearly defined.
We need not pursue the discussion of whether contradictory and misleading promises were given to Jews
and Arabs during the war period in order to enlist the
support of both races. It seems clear, however, that
the effect of the present proposals would be to terminate
Jewish migration to Palestine when the new government
is given power, for evidently the Arab majority would
control it and the Arabs are bitterly opposed to an
increase in the Jewish population. At a time when
Jews are being forced in large numbers to leave their
present homes, such a proposal must meet with strong
opposition on humanitarian grounds. M a n y of the
critics, however, support for their own country stringent
restrictions upon the immigration of Jews and others.
If the principle of an open door is applied to Palestine,
it should be applied elsewhere.
T h e discussion in Parliament and in the Press has
strangely ignored the fact that discontent in Palestine
has steadily grown with the rapid increase in land
values, which has made conditions more difficult
for the landless population both Jews and Arabs, and
there are many of both races who are landless.
I n our issue of September, 1937, we made from the
Report of the Royal Commission extensive quotations
relating to the conditions of land tenure in Palestine,
the extremely unequal distribution of land, the rapid
growth of land values, and the heavy burdens of
indirect taxation imposed upon the working population.
If a real effort had been made by this country as the
Mandatory Power to solve these troubles, and they
could easily have been solved, economic conditions
for the mass of the inhabitants of Palestine could have
been enormously improved, and Jewish immigration
would have become a benefit to all the inhabitants of
the country and would have evoked no opposition
except perhaps from the great land monopolists. Until
the land question is solved there will be no peace in
Palestine no matter what form of Government is
adopted.

SPAIN
We have been happy to hear from Sr Baldomero
Argente, writing from his home in Madrid. Well in
health, he follows with greatest interest the news received
of activities in the Henry George movement throughout
the world, but in Spain its forces are at present dispersed.
He gives greeting to all in the desire that the world may
enjoy peace and that the teaching of Christian economics,
the Georgeist teaching, may illuminate people's minds
on the causes which divide humanity and produce so
many sorrows.
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MUNICIPALITIES AND RATEPAYERS
MUNICIPAL TREASURERS
IMPORTANT BUSINESS comes before the Annual Conference of the Institute of Municipal Treasurers and
Accountants, which meets in the Assembly Rooms,
George Street, Edinburgh, on 14th, 15th and 16th
J u n e . T h e afternoon session on 15th J u n e will be
devoted to the Taxation of Land Values, and discussion
of the paper on the subject which has been specially
prepared by M r Ernest Long, F.I.M.T.A., A.S.A.A., the
Borough Treasurer of Finchley.
M r Long's paper takes the form of a large quarto
printed publication of 81 pages on the principle, land
value taxation in theory, early proposals and history
down to 1936, land value taxation abroad, site value
rating in Great Britain and proposals as to assessment
and liability, our local taxation system, and a summary
of the arguments for and against. A most informing
document.
By favour of the Institute we have been supplied
With a number of copies of M r Long's paper, and can
offer them to our interested readers at 1j. per copy—
1J. Id., post free.
Councillor F. C. R . Douglas, vice-chairman of the
L.C.C. Finance Committee and Chairman of the
L.C.C. Highways Committee, will be present at the
Conference, and he has charge of the vote of thanks to
M r Long, seconded by Alderman Wooley, Chairman of
the Finance Committee, Southampton.

THE EDMONTON RESOLUTION
W e learn from the Town Clerk of Edmonton that to
date, 22nd May, 91 local authorities have supported
the Land Value Rating of his Council ; 50 reported
that they were taking no action ; 21 have referred the
matter to Municipal Associations. As the resolution
was sent to 879 Borough and U r b a n District Councils
there are still very maiiy to hear from. W e hope to
give later a list of all the supporting Local Authorities.
Some we were able to name (April and M a y issues)
from reports in the public Press, and several more are
named below.
T h e text of the Edmonton Resolution, adopted on
24th J a n u a r y last by 20 votes to 5 on the motion of
Councillor A. R . Hone, seconded by Alderman Hollywood, was given in our M a y issue. W e repeat it
here :—
" This Council declares that the present Rating
System has become Unsuited for the present conditions
of Local Government, is unfair in its incidence,
throws an unfair burden upon the residential ratepayer, shopkeeper a n d small business m a n , and fails
to require a fair contribution to public expenditure
from the owners of site values who benefit either
directly or indirectly from such expenditure. I t
considers one of the essential adjustments of the
present rating system to be the rating of site values
on a fair and just basis, congratulates the London
County Council on its decision to seek power to rate
site values in the Administrative County of London,
and strongly Urges the Government to introduce
legislation enabling all Local Authorities to impose a
rate upon the annual value of l a n d . "
Tottenham Borough adopted the same resolution
and sent it to all the Local Authorities in the County
of Middlesex. Previous action by the Edmonton
Council Was On 23rd October, 1934, when on the
motion of Councillor C h a p m a n , seconded by Councillor
Hone, resolution was adopted by 24 votes to none,

protesting against the repeal of the land value tax
provisions in the Finance Act of 1931.
Waltham Abbey U . D . C . on 15th May debated and
adopted, by substantial majority, the Edmonton resolution. By request of the members, the Town Clerk
had received from the United Committee relevant
literature for a study of the subject beforehand.
Romford Borough on 24th M a y was recommended
by its Finance and General Purposes Committee to
defer sine die consideration of the Edmonton resolution.
T h a t did not please members like Alderman Smart
and Councillors Hill, Fruitnight and Russell (Romford
Times, 24th May), and it was agreed to refer the matter
to the Committee for further report.
Interesting to note however that the Ley ton Borough
Council (Walthamstow Guardian, 8th April) discussed a
resolution from Romford viewing with dismay the
burden to be placed on ratepayers by the increased
County rate, and asking support for the strongest
possible protest.
T h e Leyton Council, on the motion of Councillor
W. F. Hawkins, seconded by Councillor Mrs Warner,
resolved upon means of alleviating this burden, including : the repeal and revision of the derating Acts ; the
rating of site values ; the rating of empty properties ;
an overhaul of the present rating system which presses
harshly on those least able to pay.
T h e Middlesex LoCal Authorities that have adopted
the Tottenham Borough's resolution (the Town Clerk
informs us) are : Acton, Edmonton, Feltham, Hayes
and Harlington, Southall and Willesden. I n the case
of Yiewsley and West Drayton it was decided to submit
the matter for consideration to the Borough and District
Councils' Association.
Stretford (Lanes), as reported in the February
epitome of the minutes of the Borough Council, passed
resolution approving the principle of Site Value Rating.
Elsewhere we report a n interesting letter received
from M r T . H . Robb of the Stretford Owner-Occupiers'
Association.
T h e Ealing Town Council, which had received both
the Edmonton and the Tottenham resolutions, had
report (Middlesex County Times, 22nd April) from its
Rating and Valuation Committee recommending that
" the subject should be left open for decision by the
Council." Councillor Andrews moved and Councillor
Chilton seconded that the Council should urge the
Middlesex C.C. to seek power, and that the Government
should legislate, giving all local authorities power to
rate land values. This was defeated by the narrow
margin of 15 against and 13 for. Fourteen members
did not vote.
Apart from those among the 91 local authorities
giving approval to the Edmonton resolution which are
new to the list of supporters, altogether 238 local
authorities have since 1919 demanded legislation for
the Rating of Land Values.

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL
T h e important debate on L a n d Values in the
Middlesex County Council on 27th April, which
adopted a resolution without division, was widely
noticed in the Press. T h e following account is based
on the longer reports appearing in a number of County
papers, including the Finchley Press, the Hornsey journal,
the North Middlesex Chronicle and The Indicator.
COUNCILLOR J O H N BOGGON raised the matter on
resolutions received from Tottenham, Edmonton and
other Councils urging the Middlesex County Council
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to press for the necessary legislation. He moved a
resolution, which was twice amended before it was
accepted by the Council, reading " T h a t having regard
to the facts (1) that local taxation has increased and
shows a tendency to increase still more ; (2) that under
the present incidence of rating, the burden of this
taxation is pressing with unfair severity on the ratepayers as such ; (3) that enhanced values and additional revenues now accrue to private .landowners in
consequence of public enterprise and expenditure—this Council is of the opinion that suitable legislation
should be passed to secure for the local authorities,
either directly or through the State, some portion of
the enhanced values and/or revenues created in consequence of public enterprise and expenditure, to the
end that the financial pressure on their ratepayers
shall be alleviated, and that representations to that
effect be made by this Council to H . M . Government."
Submitting his motion, Councillor Boggon said that
whereas he was able to make the ratepayers see that the
members of the County Council did not squander their
money, he was unable to remove entirely the feeling of
the m a n in the street that he was not getting a square deal.
It lay within the power of the local authorities of
the country to find the answer, and to create a public
expression of opinion that would force the Government to pass legislature to ameliorate the position of
the individual ratepayer.
During the seven years prior to 1929, the County
Council spent £6,000,000 of public money on 70 miles
of arterial roads, and by doing so had made a gift of
£15,000,000 to the owners of land within 500 yards
of these highways. I n other words, they had put
into the landowners' pockets a sum which was more than
double the Council's capital commitments at that time.
Not only have they drained the swamps, driven the
roads, and bridged the fords, but they had splashed
great green areas of open space around the suburbs,
and every time they had provided an open space they
have added to the value of the land in the immediate
vicinity.
As an instance he quoted the Brookside Walk at
Finchley. T h e scheme was started 20 to 30 years
ago, and so far as capital expenditure was concerned,
was nearing completion. Near one of the most beautiful
parts of this walk there was a parcel of land, which prior
to the construction of the North Circular Road was of
little value, but there came the time when plans were
submitted for the erection of flats on the site, a proposal
that would result in the blocking out of the beauty,
and which would ruin the amenity.
T h e local authority eventually paid £10,000 for
2 J acres in order to buy this particular plot, and so
save the amenity which had been provided. This
land had no value before the North Circular Road was
built, and the owner never paid a penny rates. He
said there was no party slogan in this motion, and he
hoped they would approach it in a non-party spirit.
C O U N C I L L O R G . A. P A R T I G E R who seconded, said that
the Council ought not to do the work and provide the
amenities, and at the same time furnish private interests
with huge profits they had not done a single stroke
of work to earn. H e suggested that the Association
of County Councils should also be asked to take action
and the addition was accepted by the proposer.
COUNCILLOR SIR GILDRID CRAIG a n d
COUNCILLOR
J U D G E CUSACK agreed that enquiries should be made.

T h e latter said he would accept the motion without
the preamble. It was accordingly further amended by
the deletion of the three sub-paragraphs " 1 , 2 and 3,"
and adopted, no one voting against.
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T h e Council adopted a similar resolution, by 39
votes to 20, on 28th November, 1930, on Councillor
Boggon's motion. Perhaps this demand for a rate or
tax on increased values is all that a Council so predominantly Conservative could be persuaded to consider. Taxation on increments is not the thing wanted,
and it is not the taxation or rating of land values. T h a t
requires taxation and rating on the value of all land
whether used or not, on its actual market value irrespective of its use, and the corresponding remission of taxes
and rates on buildings and improvements as well as on
production and trade. Nevertheless, that so important
a local authority as the Middlesex County Council has
made such representation to the Government shows
how strongly public opinion is running against the
inequity and the injustice of the present rating system.
EDITORIAL COMMENT
T h e Finchley Press (5th May) said : Though international affairs and urgent national defence problems
predominate at the present time, the question of site
values is one of immense domestic importance, and it
is one that could relieve the load of the ratepayer.
Middlesex, in common with others of the Home
Counties, has had considerable experience of how site
values rise in value when certain types of public works
are undertaken or when an open space is purchased by
a public authority. It is well known how agricultural
land has in the course of a few months become desirable
building land, its value increasing three-fold, fourfold, five-fold and more. T h e rise in values has been
due entirely to the community, not through any work
or expenditure of the owner. Indeed, land which
was almost a liability because of its lack of communications, its proneness to flooding and other drawbacks
has become valuable through public expenditure on
roads and drainage schemes.
T h e construction of these roads has led to enormous
development and increase of population. It would be
incongruous if it were not so exasperating from the
public point of view to find some of this land having
to be purchased by public authorities at enhanced
values. Services have to be provided for a growing
population, the County Council or the local Councils
have to go into the market, and the price is the enhanced
price and not the lesser figure that would have sufficed
before public money had been spent. Land values,
too, have increased by the extension of tube facilities.
Undoubtedly, the expenditure of public money has
enhanced land values to the enrichment of a few.
There is a widely shared belief in these days of high
rates and taxation that the community should gain
some return from the expenditure of enormous sums
of money provided by the community. So far the
Government have not shown any desire to introduce
legislation to ensure that some portion of the enhanced
values should be passed on to the public authorities,
but with the growing public opinion on this question
the Government will at least have to consider it.
T h e Middlesex Advertiser (5th May) said : In no place
on earth are the " a w f u l examples " that go to support
the case to be found in more glaring and amazing
instances than in this county.
T h e case for reform
is clear enough ; it is only in the application of the
remedy that trouble begins to arise. It is in the terms
and methods of the application that the opponents
of the idea manage to make the remedy look so difficult and even unjust. T h a t the argument of injustice
should be used so easily by opponents when the case
for the reform is based on injustices of the most manifest
nature, is a paradox that practical politicians have to
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get over. . . . Every time any county or local
authority spends money on some public amenity, it
adds this increase to the land and other values of the
vicinity. But when the same local authority requires
some of that adjacent land for a public purpose the cost
is about ten times more than the value prior to the
improvement
There ought to be a remedy
if a clear-headed and determined statesman could
apply himself to the problem.
In a leading article in the North Middlesex Chronicle
and the Bowes Park Weekly News (5th May) said :
Even in theory it seems impossible to imagine a tax on
land which would not further raise the selling price,
on which rent is based. We foresee that the likelihood
of such a proposal becoming law would at once send
u p rents to a fictitious value.
T h e editor has obviously not attended any class of the
Henry George School of Social Science, and even the
London School of Economics would put him right.
Meanwhile we have sent him a pamphlet or two.
GOVERNMENT ATTITUDE
M R R . C. M O R R I S O N
(Labour—Tottenham)
asked the Minister of Health whether he has considered
the copy of a resolution passed by the Middlesex County
Council calling for legislation to secure for local authorities, either directly or through the State, some portion
of the enhanced values and/or revenues created in consequence of public enterprise and expenditure ; and
whether he proposes to take any action ?
M R E L L I O T : T h e reply to the first part of the
question is in the affirmative. As regards the second
part, I am not contemplating the introduction of
legislation for this purpose.

MIDDLESEX RATEPAYERS
O n 9th M a y the Federation of Ratepayers Associations of Middlesex met in the Council Chamber of
the Middlesex Guildhall, Westminster. Some 70 representatives were present. M r A. W . Madsen addressed
them on the Rating of Land Values. T h e meeting
was reported in a number of Middlesex papers, so that
the subject was well ventilated. From the Hornsey
Journal, 12th May, we take the following :—
M r Madsen explained that the present system of
rating was based upon the assessed rental value of
buildings. Where property was in poor condition and
less rent could be obtained for it, it was rated at a
less value than a property in good condition. T h e present
rating system thus penalised anyone who wished to
improve his property and also tended to prevent work
being done which would provide employment. But
that was not the worst of the present system, under
which idle land was exempt from rates. This encouraged owners to leave land derelict while the surrounding district was developed, when they would be
able to sell at a higher price.
W h a t , he asked, m a d e land valuable ? H e answered
by quoting from an estate agent's advertisement of
land for sale, which included such phrases as " close
to railway with rapid transit to City and West E n d , "
" frequent service of 'buses," " gas, water and electric
mains ready to be tapped," " a public park to be laid
out by the local authority," " new, broad town-planned
roads and other facilities." These amenities attached
to the land by virtue of the presence and activities of
the community and yet the value of those amenities,
expressed in the market value of the land, went not
to the community, but to some private owner of land
who had done nothing to bring them into being.

T o transfer rates from buildings to the assessed value
of the land on which they stood would ensure to the
community the values which they had created. T h e
present system, which had broken down almost hopelessly, penalised building enterprise, caused unemployment and did harm.
If land values were rated building would be encouraged, for no land owner would allow his land to lie
idle if he had to pay rates on its value. There would
be a stimulus to development of land and improvement
of property.
T h e system of rating land values already was in use
in a number of countries and had been found very
satisfactory. In many towns in New Zealand rates
were levied only on land values and buildings were
exempt. Wellington was one such town and other
Empire towns to make use of the system included
Brisbane, Pretoria and Johannesburg. Denmark had
made great progress in the use of the system.
O n e point raised in the discussion was how the rating
of land values would affect the owners of land let
on a long lease, which might appreciate greatly in value
before the lease came to an end.
M r Madsen explained that there would be no
injustice to the land owner. He would pay a reasonable
proportion of the rates—based on the value of the land
to him—and the leaseholder, as, in effect, part-owner
of the land for the term of his lease, would pay his
proportion of the rate.
A feature of the meeting was the discussion above
referred to. T h e questions were friendly, though some
were very searching. They sought information. There
was no hostility to the principle involved, only satisfaction wanted on methods of adoption and practicability. T h e address had occupied half a n hour,
and for the rest of the two hours the meeting became
a really purposeful conference. Various representatives
suggested that the matter should be further discussed
at their local associations.

OWNER OCCUPIERS
From M r J . Harris Robb, Chairman of the Stretford
(Lanes) Owner-Occupiers' Association, we have a letter
expressing gratitude to the United Committee for a
parcel of books and pamphlets received. " T h e y are
going to prove particularly useful," M r Robb writes,
" a s at the Quarterly Delegate Conference of the
North-West Regional Federation of Owner-Occupiers'
Associations on 29th April a resolution was passed that
the Executive Council should examine the question
of the Rating of Site Values and the London County
Council's proposals, and issue a report to all constituent members. At our Quarterly General Meeting
on 11th April Councillor W. Thorpe, Chairman of the
Finance and Rating Committee of the ' Stretford'
Borough Council informed me he was much interested
in the Rating of Site Values, and that if the present
tendencies continued this would have to be given very
serious consideration as it presented the only real
solution to the problem."
T h e Stretford Owner-Occupiers publish a quarterly
Review which is now on the exchange list with Land
& Liberty.
Lieut.-Col. Mervyn O ' G o r m a n recently addressing
the Engineers' Study Group on Economics (E.S.G.
News, March) on London's Traffic Problems said :
" T h e Bressey plan is a good one. . . . T h e real
reason why so little is done is the vested interest of those
who deal in site values,"
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THE ETHICS OF SOCIAL WELFARE
THE ENGINEERS' Study Group on Economics consists
of a body of men and women engaged in an investigation of the steps necessary to abolish poverty, and " to
discover economic arrangements which would lighten
labour, increase leisure, deepen and widen liberty,
minimize friction." Their work to which they are so
earnestly devoted is conducted by various sections and
has had the attention and assistance of many authorities
and many schools of thought. T h e Ethical Section, in
the course of its study of basic principles, has issued
the following questionnaire:

Property is of two kinds : firstly, that which rightfully belongs to the individual, and secondly, that which
rightfully belongs to the community. T h e first step is
to draw the line between them and George does so in
the following way. In the early stages of civilization
when men work in approximate isolation and each is in
great degree a self-sufficing unit, the production of
wealth is low. But in measure as they come to live in
communities and resort to division and specialization of
labour, production rises and wealth increases. This
associated effort and division of labour results in greater

1. What are the principal tenets, laws, commandments, obligations,
duties or requirements to be complied with (a) by the individual ? (i) by the Group or Nation ?
2. Is it possible to give a concise statement of the Basic Principle
to which such obligations are related ?
3. What reward can be promised or suggested as a result of compliance with the above—
(a) to individuals ?
(i) to the Group or Nation ?
In the following spheres of human activities :—I. Economics ;
II. Finance ; I I I . Social ; IV. Cultural ; V. Physical ;
VI. Spiritual.

w e a l t h p r o d u c t i o n without

One of the replies submitted on behalf of the Henry
George point of view is that by M r W. R. Lester, M.A.,
which is here reprinted, with permission of the Section.
*
*
*
After due deliberation I have come to the conclusion
that answers to the questionnaire can best take the form of
a short comprehensive statement which so far as possible
provides answers to most of the questions asked. Henry
George presented his social philosophy as a connected
whole in a reasoned way which it would be hard to
break u p into compartments in the attempt to answer
separately each of the questions. I therefore make the
following short statement in the belief that a presentation of Henry George's views as to what constitutes an
equitable distribution of wealth, in which each m a n shall
receive reward in measure as he renders useful service,
covers most of the ground necessary.
From what follows it will be seen that the social
philosophy of Henry George is dominated by the conception of freedom and conformity to the natural order.
He cites the words of de Laveleye and in all he writes
takes them as his guide : " T h e r e is in h u m a n affairs one
order which is best. T h a t order is not always the one
which exists ; but it is the order which should exist for
the greatest good of humanity. God knows it and wills
i t ; man's duty it is to discover and establish it."
Henry George laid down two basic principles, both
of which he claimed to be self-evident :—
0 ) T h a t all men have equal rights to the use and
enjoyment of the elements provided by Nature.
(2) T h a t each m a n has exclusive right to the use
and enjoyment of what is produced by his own labour
or acquired in free exchange for it. In a word, that
what a m a n makes is his own.
These two basic laws or principles supply, George
claimed, the foundation on which may be built an
equitable society in which each and every producer will
reap reward in measure as he renders useful service and
in which therefore the distribution of wealth will be
entirely just.
If we subscribe in theory to these two principles, the
first problem presenting itself to us is how, in practice,
to determine what each m a n produces by his individual
labour, and George was persuaded that, provided the
problem is dealt with radically, there is no difficulty
in determining this.

greater effort

on the part of any

individual, for the increased wealth comes from a source
quite distinct from the activities of any individual. It
arises solely from men's obedience to their social
instincts—from working together in association instead
of in isolation. This increased wealth—the product of
co-operative as distinct from individual labour—is,
George claims, rightfully due to society as a whole and
not to any individual. How are we to determine its
amount ?
T h e answer brings us to the core of George's teaching,
and discloses a fundamental law of Nature both beautiful
and benevolent to neglect which is to court disaster. This
law is that when men live apart, or nearly so, land has
no selling value, but so soon as they come to live in
communities and specialize their labour, it acquires a
selling value which steadily and inevitably increases
as communal life becomes more perfect. T h e significant
fact is that this value attaching to land reflects as in a
mirror the stage of advancement attained and community's capacity for wealth production.
This value of land comes into being with the community, grows with the community, and disappears
with the community. It rises and falls as the arts, the
sciences and the powers of production rise and fall.
Here then is the communal fund which if justice is done
should be appropriated by the community and used to
defray the expenses of public services from which every
member of the community benefits. T h e appropriation of this great fund by individuals is the gravest of
all the mistakes made by society and is, in George's
belief, the prime source of the distresses from which we
suffer to-day.
From this it follows that to ascertain the amount of
socially created wealth we have but to value all land
both in town and country apart from every improvement due to the work of men's hands. T h e amount
of the communal fund being thus determined, it can be
turned into the public treasury by imposing taxation on
those who now appropriate it (whether in town or
country), in proportion as they do so. Thus, through
valuation of land, we segregate the share of production
due to the community, and through taxation we turn
this share into the public treasury—that is, socialize it.
When this is done, what remains of the total wealth
produced is that which individuals bring forth by their
labours and in proportion as they do so it constitutes
their rightful remuneration. Putting the matter in
another way, George's claim was that to assert the right
of men collectively to the common fund as reflected in
the value or rent of land and of m e n individually to
their own earnings, all we need do is to call on those
who have exclusive use of land to pay its rent or land
value into the public purse. For any one of them to
enclose land, the common heritage, saying " This is
mine," without compensating the community which
gives him the privilege of excluding his fellows, is a
fundamental denial of justice. But when he comes to
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terms with the community by payment of rent into the
c o m m o n p u r s e , he earns the right to exclusive use of the
common inheritance and. to full private property in what remains
of the product after rent to the community is paid.
Thus did

George reconcile the right of the individual to undisturbed exclusive occupation of land, with the right of
the community to the rent of land, the communal fund.
I t still remains to be determined how this share of
the product due to individual producers as a whole
ought to be apportioned among them. George had unbounded faith in the beneficent workings of the natural
o r d e r , provided

it be allowed

to operate free from

obstruction

or interference, and here, true to his principles, he held
that if once we remove from the body politic those
privileges and monopolies (of which private appropriation of land rent is the chief) whereby some gain wealth
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without equivalent rendering of service, the working of
the market under the influence of free supply and free
demand will automatically apportion reward to individuals according to the service rendered by each.
This is the natural function of the free market which the
market of to-day fails to perform because it is not free.
It fails because it is distorted by privileges a n d monopolies, enabling some to take out more than they put in,
thus leaving others to put in more than they take out.
Because of monopoly and privilege, the market of to-day
does not perform its natural function of apportioning
reward according to service rendered. Rid it of these
distorting factors ; let it function in liberty, and George
was firmly convinced it would automatically act so as to
apportion to every producer, high and low, reward according to the useful service he renders his fellow man.

WHAT IS MORAL REARMAMENT ?
WHAT, we may ask, is the inner meaning of that rather
cryptic expression " Moral R e a r m a m e n t , " which forms
the text of some recent pamphlets, magazine articles
and platform speeches ? It is obvious that the words
carry a mysteriously soothing message to the ears of
many war-weary souls, suggesting as they do that our
fears and terrors and the difficulties of international
diplomacy may all be allayed and settled by purely
spiritual means. T h e y also call to mind the beautiful
imagery of St Paul : " T h e whole armour of G o d , "
" T h e sword of the spirit," " T h e helmet of Salvation,"
" T h e breastplate of righteousness," and " Feet shod
with a preparation of the Gospel of Peace."
But,
pragmatists as we all are, more or less, we are moved
to ask the surely pertinent question as to what difference
it will make in our actions or attitudes if on the one
hand we accept this motto or war-cry, or if on the other
hand we disregard it. I n plain words what does it
mean ? Dr Frank Buchman or M r H . W . Austin
could probably enlighten us.
Meanwhile reflection seems to reveal a fundamental
incongruity between the terms of the expression, and
this is perhaps the reason why its sponsors do not wed
them by the use of a hyphen. " How can two walk
together unless they be agreed ? " asked the wise m a n
of old and left his question unanswered. If he lived
to-day and asked himself how to make morality and
a r m a m e n t keep step with each other, he would probably
be baffled as we are. For the Moral Imperative, though
it may begin its education of the Spirit on the lowly
ground of a mere recognition of honesty as the best
policy, tends always to rise to successively higher
levels : trustfulness, kindly feelings, generosity and
unselfishness ; and reaches its highest manifestation
in good-will to all mankind. Armament, on the other
hand, follows a downward path. I t begins in suspicion,
it begets envy and jealousy, it vitiates the power of the
judgment, it gravitates to the lower levels of uncharitableness and ill-will, and ultimately to hatred. How can
it be possible to find any point at which two such
disparate sentiments can be brought into touch ? Like
oil a n d water, they may be enclosed within the same
container, but can never coalesce. T o find a moral
approach to the question of our attitude to armaments,
we must look in a different direction.
T h a t most lovable of philosophers, William James of
Harvard, wrote an essay on " A moral equivalent of
w a r , " contending that all the alleged benefits of military
training can be secured by recruiting our young m e n
to take part in the necessary though arduous and disagreeable vocations that our social life involves, such
as road-making, n a w y i n g , and even chimney-sweeping

and the cleaning of sewers. If our friends had woven
their arguments and written their theses around the
idea of " a moral substitute for armaments," even such
friendly criticism as is offered above would have been
avoided, and a more direct appeal made to the hearts
and consciences of all who believe as Christians and
rationalists that such a substitute is discoverable.
Whether this substitute when found can be expected
to take definite form as an organization or to use
material means in giving effect to its principles, it is
difficult to imagine. If we ask with what weapons
or moral substitutes for weapons we are to attack the
embattled forces of unreason, ill-will and suspicion,
we ought to be told plainly that there are none—other
than their opposites and natural antidotes—sweet
reasonableness, goodwill and trustfulness. While hesitating to trust ourselves in such a seemingly precarious
and hitherto untried position we may make the discovery that there is an antecedent condition which is absolutely necessary to the efficient functioning of these
immaterial weapons. T h a t condition is that we shall be
in a position to face the enemy not only with pure
hearts but with clean hands. We must have expunged
from our record all the injustices and offences against
our fellow men that still stand to our charge.
We
must have earned for ourselves that most invaluable
of credentials, a collective conscience void of offence,
and then, we may perhaps hear from far across the
centuries a not unfamiliar voice, saying : " And if
thou bringest thy gift to the altar and there rememberest
that thy brother hath ought against thee, leave there
thy gift before the altar, go and be reconciled to thy
brother, then come and offer thy gift."
This, then, is the searching question.
Have our
brothers ought against us ?
Have we established
economic justice within our own borders ? Can the
finger of scorn no longer be pointed at us and our army
of unemployed men and hungry families ? Must we still
blush in confessing that we have built u p our economic
system on a principle that condemns the majority of
our people to perpetual poverty and insecurity ? Are
we prepared now to do what this paper has been
urging month by month for over forty years—to restore
to our disinherited brethren their rightful share in the
bounty of the earth ? Until we have done this we cannot
expect the spiritual weapons we have been offered to
do their work effectively. When, however, we have
expiated our past injustices in the way we know of, we
shall, in the words of Rabbi Ben Ezra, be
" Fearless and unperplexed when we wage battle next
W h a t weapons to select, what armour to indue."
ALEX
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LAND PRICES-MORE OBJECT LESSONS
Edinburgh — H o u s i n g Schemes. — At Granton
Mains in 1931, at East Pilton in 1932 and at West
Pilton in 1935, the Town Council of Edinburgh paid
(out of the pockets of the ratepayers) altogether
£112,970 for 398 acres of land required for housing
purposes. This is at the rate of £284 per acre. The
previous net annual rateable value of all these acres
was £219, which is at the rate of 1 1J. per acre.
These facts were revealed in the House of Commons
on 17th May, 1939, by the Secretary of State for
Scotland, M r Colville, in answer to M r D. M. Adams,
who had asked particulars about the land purchases
for housing purposes in respect of the Granton Mains
Farm belonging to the Duke of Buccleuch, the land at
East Pilton belonging to the Barnton, Sauchie and
Bannockburn estates, and land acquired from the same
estates lying to the north side of Ferry Road and between
the Corporation's Granton Mains housing area and
Pennywell Road. The particulars were :
Granton
East
West
Mains Farm
Pilton
Pilton
Year of Purchase
..
1931
1932
1935
Area
..
..
..
160 acres
120 acres*
118 acres
Price per acre . .
..
£250
£259
£355
Rateable Value . . . .
£75
—*
£39
* The total area acquired by the Corporation was 143 acres
with rateable value £125. The area of 120 acres acquired for
housing is not separately entered in the valuation roll. (In the
figures worked out in our first paragraph we have apportioned the
rateable value of the 120 acres and make it £105.—EDITOR L & L.)

The negotiations for the acquisition of these areas
were reported at considerable length in the Edinburgh
Evening News of 27th March, 1939.
In 1936, as reported in Why Rents and Rates are High,
the Edinburgh Town Council purchased 215 acres
running parallel with the Granton-Crammond foreshore, this being for " future development." T h e price
was £48,500, and save for a house rented at £250 a
year, the land was " agricultural," and was assessed
accordingly, despite its high value—probably at a good
deal less than £ 1 an acre.
Oxford—Colleges and Open Spaces.—In the
House of Commons, 8th May, 1939, the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Health informed
Mr Andrew MacLaren that the Oxford City Council
had been given powers to borrow £1,570 for purchasing 17.844 acres adjoining Cuttleslowe Park and
belonging to Christchurch ; and £9,500 for 111.221
acres at Marston belonging to Brasenose College. These
lands being agricultural were derated. In other words,
although their purchase price was respectively £ 8 8
and £ 8 5 per acre, they had " no value " for purposes
of local rating. An area of 5.2 acres, known as Peat
Moors and belonging to the Headlington United
Charities, was also in the question. T h a t had not yet
been acquired, but the Council were seeking compulsory
powers (a thing they would not do if they did not
consider that the price named by the vendors was
excessive).
Mr. Bernays said he had no information of the
" protests" that M r MacLaren indicated had been
made against the landowners' prices.
The Oxford
Times of 8th July, 1938, reported the discussion in the
Council. The Special Open Spaces Committee had
recommended that the 5.2 acres of the Peat Moors be
purchased for £250. It had recommended also that
20.272 acres of land adjoining Cuttleslowe Park be
bought at the price of £200 per acre. Alderman Perkins
protested, and his resolution to refuse the latter price
was carried. He condemned the action of the Committee, saying the land was not worth more than £ 3 0

an acre. Councillor King said the price was altogether
beyond the value of the land. The Deputy Mayor
said that a piece of land in close proximity had been
sold at £ 3 7 an acre, and to pay £200 per acre was an
absolute waste of money. Councillor Cripps, chairman
of the Committee, defended the proposal, saying it was
a " very nice field," and that the price that had been
asked for it in the first place was £300 per acre. Oxford
is surrounded by some " very nice " landowners, ready
to take advantage of the town's growth and progress.
Sites for Aerodromes.—Answering Sir Percy Hurd
in the House of Commons on 15th March, Sir Kingsley
Wood said that since the expansion of the Royal Air
Force began the area of land acquired by the Air
Ministry in the United Kingdom was approximately
40,000 acres, and acquisition is proceeding or was in
contemplation in respect of a further 40,000 acres.
The cost of this land to the end of the present financial
year was expected to amount to £2,000,000, of which
£180,000 was estimated to have been paid to tenants
by way of compensation. About 80 per cent of the
area acquired was agricultural land, but he could not
readily state how much was actually under cultivation.
As 80 per cent of the area was agricultural land,
that makes, by proportion, some 32,000 acres for which
the public paid £1,600,000 although it was entirely
exempt from local taxation and therefore treated as
of " no value " when payment of local rates was in
question. National defence and enrichment of the
land monopolists are synonymous terms.
Buckinghamshire—Magna Carta Island.—In the
House of Commons on 10th May, 1939, the Minister of
Health, M r Elliot, in reply to M r R. C. Morrison said
that the net rateable value of the residence and 4.66
acres of Magna Carta Island, Runnymede, which the
Bucks C.C. have covenanted to purchase for £9,500
if they are required to do so, is £163. The price is
58 times the annual rateable value. The Council is
also acquiring 34£ acres of land around the Island for
£3,000, the rateable value of which is nothing, because
as " agricultural land " it is derated.
It is a " London's Green Belt " transaction, and was
reported in the Land Agent's Record of 26th November,
1938. The purchase of the house and the island was not
to be made for five years except in the event of the death
of Lady Hannon or her husband, Sir Patrick Hannon,
M.P. for Moseley.
When the Barons met King J o h n at Runnymede, they
exacted their own rights as against the Crown. This is
not just what most school history books say. Landlordism
would never have got the hold it has to-day if that
" Great Charter " had really been a declaration of the
rights of the whole people.
Scotland—Playing Fields.—Mr Colville, answering
M r Leonard, said in the House of Commons on 17th
May, 1939, that 189 playing-field schemes had received
or were promised assistance through the National
Playing Fields Association and the National Fitness
Council. He said further that 27 schemes extending to
about 165 acres and estimated to have cost about
£80,000 were under investigation. Investigated also
should be the reason why landlords get something like
£485 per acre for land which, at present under grass
or perhaps not cultivated at all, has a " value " for
rating purposes certainly not above £ 1 an acre.
Why Rents and Rates are High. With 600 examples.
Pages 252. By A. W. Madsen, B.Sc. Paper Covers
Is. Cloth Bound 2s.
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THE "SQUARE DEAL" FOR THE
RAILWAYS

HENRY GEORGE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL
SCIENCE

of the railway companies for what they
have euphemistically called a " square deal " has been
approved by the Transport Advisory Council, and
no doubt will be accepted by the Government. W e take
the following explanation of the situation from an article
by M r Douglas J a y , City Editor of the Daily Herald
(20th May), and would preface it by reminding our
readers that road transport is already more or less a
monopoly, as it is impossible for 'anyone to provide
road haulage unless he is licensed to do so.
Stripped of the propaganda from the various interests,
the facts are these. T h e railways have been losing
goods traffic to the road hauliers because those hauliers
can offer lower goods rates and the railways are hampered by the original anti-monopoly restrictions from
competing with them.
So last winter the railways asked for " freedom to
reduce rates," hoping (one may reasonably assume)
that after getting legal powers to do so, the big road
interests, in fear that they would be undercut in their
turn, would come to terms and agree to raise rates
together.
This agreement had in fact largely been reached
already. We are to have a road-rail price-fixing ring
straight away, without the intervening rate war—if
Parliament accepts the T.A.C. proposals.

A correspondent writes : " Congratulations on the
production of the four-page leaflet The School and Its
Course (prospectus) issued as an inset to the M a y Land
& Liberty. It is a call to every reader to increase
greatly and everywhere the number of students of
Progress and Poverty— most fitting way of celebrating the
centenary year of Henry George's birth.
" W h a t a great British movement could be developed
in a short period, if each of us aimed to secure a minimum
of, say, twenty people to take the Correspondence
Course of the School before the end of September ?
" There is a great field for this most fruitful activity.
Not only can many students be obtained in places
where classes of the School have not as yet been formed,
but also in districts where classes have been held, and
will re-open early in October next. Such classes cannot
enrol all to whom the principles of Progress and Poverty
are acceptable.
" M a n y people cannot avail themselves of class
facilities for reasons such as the unsuitability of the
class evening selected, late work, reluctance to attend
meetings or to be tied to a regular attendance at them,
etc. With others there is a feeling of hopelessness as
to the possibility of making beneficial changes, but that
is removable by the discussion that leads them to enrol
as students of the School. T o accomplish the utmost
that is possible, I suggest that each of your readers
should : (1) obtain 50 copies of the School leaflet ;
(2) post or deliver a few of them each day to likely
people, mainly to those resident in his own district ;
(3) visit them two or three days after their receipt of
the leaflet to discuss the Correspondence Course with
them ; and (4) send a postcard to the Hon. Secretary
of the School furnishing particulars of each student
who consents to take the course.
" T h e work of getting students does not require
protracted discussion on the merits of the Taxation of
Land Values ; it requires only the persuasion to convince them that the study of Progress and Poverty will
reward them by a new insight into the causes of poverty
and unemployment.
" T h e time is ripe for a great forward movement on
the simple lines made available by the School. No one
should miss the opportunity it provides for enabling
him to obtain easily large and enduring results."

T H E AGITATION

LEGALLY

ENFORCEABLE

Meeting together in appropriate " conferences " the
road-rail—and in some cases coast-wise and canal
interests—will gradually agree on rates for each class
of traffic. These rates, if not vetoed by the Railway
Rates Tribunal as " unreasonable," will then be
enforceable by legal penalties—probably through the
licensing system.
This means that if the road and rail companies agree
not to carry, say, coal from one place to another below
a certain rate—which would probably be above present
rates—nobody will be allowed to carry it for less. Any
road or other company offering to do so will be prevented by law. T h e railways would also have power
to charge different customers different rates. Parliament is thus being asked to set u p a road-rail ratefixing ring, mitigated (unlike some rings) by important
safeguards. It is not necessarily bad, of course, to set up
such a ring. The question is whether the safeguards are
adequate ; and until we know how the Tribunal
decides what rates are " reasonable," no final answer
can be given.
M r J a y thinks that some kind of public board, representing customers and workers, could be devised to
control this gigantic monopoly. No one has ever yet
been able to find any really effective means of protecting
the public against monopoly, a n d we have no hope of it
in this case. T h e whole essence of a monopoly is to raise
prices above what is necessary, and when the power to
do so is put into the hands of people who will benefit by
it no mechanism, however cunningly devised, will
prevent them from doing so. T h e personal interest of
the monopolist will cause him to devote all his ingenuity
to raising prices, and the vague and impersonal efforts
of persons sitting on public boards, giving occasional
service and without their own fortunes being at stake
on the result, will never overcome the concentrated and
interested ingenuity of those whom they seek to regulate.
Either a monopoly must be abolished by withdrawing
from it the restriction upon which it rests, if that be
possible, or else it must be vested in the public who have
nothing to gain by exploiting themselves.

DECLARATION FROM WEST LEYTON
At the monthly meeting of the Political Section of the
Leyton Trades Council and Labour Party (Leyton
Express, 29th April) resolution was adopted in which
it was declared that, " This meeting calls for a national
inquiry into the present rating system and urges the
adoption of rating of site values and rating of empty
property. It demands the repeal of the De-Rating
Act and the transfer of the financial responsibility of
air-raid precautions and public assistance to the Government. I n moving the resolution (which had a protest
against ideas expressed from irresponsible quarters to
replace elected County Councillors by Government
Commissioners and demanded a n increased old-age
pension), M r . H . R. Underhill said it was on the lines
of the Budget statement put forward by Alderman
J . B. Shimmin when introducing his rate at the last
Council meeting ; and the demand for land value
rating was progressive and practical, " not mere
shouting and screaming about rates and so-called
economy."

LAND & LIBERTY

CALIFORNIAN VISITORS
Judge Jackson H. Ralston in London
AFTER THE strain of the intense campaign which J u d g e
Jackson H . Ralston conducted in California for the
proposed constitutional amendment, in the November
1938 State elections, he was obliged to have a rest
and recuperate his strength, which has been so marvellous considering his advanced age of over 80 years.
A trip to Europe was decided upon, bringing Judge
Ralston and Mrs Ralston to Italy where they spent
some months. After visiting Paris they spent a few
days in London, and before returning to California
they will see something of the country in both England
and Scotland.
In London on 23rd May, by invitation called at
necessarily short notice, J u d g e and Mrs Ralston were
the guests of the United Committee at dinner where a
company of between 30 and 40 were proud to entertain
them, the dinner being followed by a meeting of some
80 friends, whom J u d g e Ralston addressed on " T h e
Campaign for Land Value Taxation in California,"
with the greatest acceptance. M r . H. G. Chancellor,
ex-M.P., presided.
Judge Ralston explained the nature of the proposal
that was put before the electors in his State. It was to
present through the initiative a constitutional amendment which would at once abolish the sales tax, and by
steady reductions, spread over nine years, get rid of all
taxation on improvements and tangible property, substituting for these burdens on consumers and productive
industry, the taxation of land values. For the 1936
election, the necessary number of signatures to the
petition were collected, but the petition was disqualified,
on a ruling of the Supreme Court, on account of a
technical flaw in its title. T h e campaign had to be
taken up anew in 1938, and again the necessary number
of signatures (a little over 186,000) were obtained, but
when the actual voting took place the proposition was
defeated. It received 372,000 votes as against something like four and a half times as many given against.
" So," said J u d g e Ralston wistfully, but with a ringing
challenge, " I come to you as one who has failed."
A failure, in rousing the whole State to such a debate
and to the perception of the power of vested interest
and privilege ! In the light of the circumstances, the
ferocious opposition of the real estate forces and their
allies, the phenomenal expenditure incurred to cry
robbery and disaster, the unscrupulous use of every
device of vituperation and misrepresentation, it is idle
to speak of failure. J u d g e Ralston recounted these
events, as demonstrating to what practices the selfish
interests will resort in their own defence, and what
every reformer must be prepared for who would attack
the " Ark of the C o v e n a n t " — t h e private appropriation of the rent of land. He referred to earlier
agitations to institute the taxation of land values ; they
could at any rate be gratified that they got three times
as many votes as had been given on any previous
occasion. This, in spite of the fact that nothing was left
undone, by menace and intimidation, to prevent the
voters from even signing the initial petition that the
proposal be put on the ballot.
Paying tribute to his colleagues and co-workers who,
with minute finance to back them, had given themselves
unstintingly and to exhaustion in the struggle, Judge
Ralston spoke of the faith and determination which
moved them. They believed it was a crime for the
State to step between the individual and the results
of his work ; that every tax standing between m a n and
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what he would do should be abolished ; that as fast
as tax is removed from production it should be placed
on the value of land ; they would throw open as of
equal right to all the resources that nature freely offered
to all, which no m a n created, the rent of which was the
result of common effort not to be appropriated by any
individual but paid into the common pool. They
were devoting themselves to the movement which had
originated in California, because here it was that
Henry George (whom he had the privilege to know)
had first proclaimed its demand, and gave the proof
that all might have ease and abundance, and what
was the cause of poverty accompanying material
progress. T h e fundamental evil had of course been
revealed by others before Henry George—Lycurgus
in Greece, the Gracchi in Rome, Rousseau in France,
not to speak of many others. W h a t they to-day had
to fear was that if the problem was not solved by reason
and understanding, men knowing their suffering would
at last become desperate, strike out blindly, and what
we know of civilization would be utterly destroyed.
I n California they had gained from the recent campaign
a knowledge of their own strength, and they had the
measure of the strength of those in the opposite camp.
H e closed with the advice to prepare, as they had tried
to do, all the details of a practicable measure, ready for
the Statute book, whenever the opportunity presented
itself for legislation. As for their own future, it might
be difficult to put forward the case just in the same way
as before, unless they had the financial support to
command—that is, if there is no alternative to proceeding by way of initiative petition—since it would
be necessary to obtain all the more signatures next
time, namely 8 per cent of the total of votes cast at the
previous election, a number that was rapidly growing
with the increasing population.
Grateful applause was accorded to the address.
How glad all were to welcome J u d g e and Mrs Ralston
and pay their respects to them was expressed in a vote
of thanks moved by the Rev Mervyn Stewart, seconded
by M r Rupert East, to which also M r Madsen, M r
Harvey James and M r Verinder spoke.
T o each person present was distributed a copy of the
printed paper on the California campaign, which
J u d g e Ralston contributed to the International Conference in London, 1936, describing the aims of the
constitutional amendment and informing the reader
about the Californian situation. The fate of the
amendment is since known, but the story told in this
paper is none the less valuable. Also distributed was
a copy of the new prospectus of the Henry George
School of Social Science, with its call to form study
classes and enlist both students and tutors. At the
literature table the sales amounted to 21s., the book
most in demand being J u d g e Ralston's What's Wrong
With Taxation ? which (now available at 1 a copy)
would make a n excellent text-book for any of the
extension or advanced classes of the School.
A N O T E ON A L B A N I A . — T h e Manchester Guardian of
10th April in its leading article on Albania " T h e
Latest Victim," said : " There are it is true powerful
influences which the Italians might use. T h e landowning families, all that is left of the old Beys, had no
great love for King Zog. His aim was to turn their
land over to the wretched peasants, while they sought
to retain the whole wealth which the earlier foreign
rule of Turkey had allowed them. It is possible that
among these families Signor Mussolini's overlordship
would be as welcome as the late Sultan's."
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years succeeding the war that the Committee was
indebted for his help both financially and with the
example of his zeal. " If we are all of us inspired,"
he said at a meeting, " by the teachings of the teacher
who gave us our philosophy, I think it is up to us and
easy for all of us to take a very much larger part in the
propaganda work necessary to make it a swinging
success. If the people see we are in earnest you may be
certain that they will realise that there must be something behind that earnestness." H e wanted to know
the movement thoroughly and the workers at each
centre, and he went on a visiting and speaking campaign that took him not only to Wales, Manchester,
Liverpool, Yorkshire, the Midlands, but to many other
parts of the country. Over and over again at such
meetings and at conferences, when subjects were
being chosen for the various speakers to take, his by
preference was, " W h a t can we do to advance our
objects?" O n e cannot detail all the events of that
busy period but several, and one in particular, stand
out. He presided at the National Conference in Edinburgh in 1922, on the eve of the General Election
which gave us a Tory, though perhaps not so bad a
Government as that which ruled in the name of
" Coalition " from 1918 to 1922. After the Conference
the leaflet distribution which was planned there was
carried out in hundreds of constituencies—aimed at
compelling attention to the taxation of land values.
He treasured the Chairman's silver bell, with inscription,
which was presented to him in token of his services.

regret to announce the death of Charles
Crompton, which took place on 16th M a y at his home
at Newbie, Annan, Dumfriesshire, His age was 63.
A son of the late M r Edward Crompton, inventor of
the well-known Cochran steam boiler, Charles Crompton
was educated at Sedburgh, and subsequently had engineering experience both in the workshops and in the
drawing office of the Vulcan Foundry and Engineering
Company, and later in the firm of Cochran & Co.,
Birkenhead. In 1898 when the company transferred
their business to Newbie, Annan, he became the secretary ; in 1904, on the reconstruction of the company,
he was appointed a director, and on the death of
Harry Llewelyn Davies in 1923, he was appointed
chairman.
H e was cousin to the brothers Llewelyn Davies,
Crompton and Theodore and Harry, and it was under
Harry's influence that he was brought up, as it were, to
be the ardent disciple of Henry George that his life's
work, outside of business itself, has proved him. It
was especially in the Annan and Carlisle area that
cousin Harry and he, partners in business, spread their
influence and gained their adherents u p till the war
broke out ; and the " Single Taxers of Newbie " were
known and applauded far beyond the immediate
area of their operations. But already in 1905 Charles
Crompton had taken up the cudgels, author of a
40-pp. pamphlet Am I a Protectionist or a Free Trader?
giving the Single Taxer's exposition of freedom of
Charles Crompton was President of the greatest
trade and freedom of production, in answer to the then Conference of all, the " International " at Oxford in
Chamberlainite demand for " Tariff Reform." In the 1923, where nearly 30 countries were represented,
same year he was in controversy with Dean Kitchin, and where the highest hopes for the future were upheld.
to whom he wrote an open letter, and the Dean himself There the International Union was born, to be conadmitted that important as education was, still more firmed and made an adult at the equally successful
important was the analysis of the primary cause affecting Conference in Copenhagen, where he unfortunately
the opportunities to labour, and what determines the could not attend. But he was a leading spirit at the
remuneration such labour shall receive. T h e Dean Edinburgh " I n t e r n a t i o n a l " in 1929, urging and
wished that the letter might have a wider circulation. stimulating many new enterprises that would take
It could be read now or quoted with profit, with its shape in more education, one of which was the Essay
simple straightforward message, so characteristic of all Competition conducted by the Henry George Foundathat Charles Crompton gave out by pen or voice.
tion, which earlier in that year Louis P. Jacobs had
For some years before the war he resided in Carlisle, founded. He was elected Chairman of the Executive
and there at 113 Botchergate he established the busy of the International Union, an office he held till 1936,
Land Values Depot and book-shop " open daily when he felt he had to retire because of inability to
12 to 2 p.m. and 4 to 9.30 p.m.; Saturdays 9 a.m. to travel about as much as heretofore. Health con9.30 p . m . "
Thousands of pamphlets and tens of siderations had warned him once more to be careful.
thousands of leaflets must have issued from that depot
W e mourn the loss of a colleague and co-worker,
during the couple of years it ran, and one of the most who gave the Henry George cause, as he of all men was
popular and most saleable was The Penny History of entitled to regard that teaching and its promotion, a
England, by Alderman Wilkins of Derby. T h e cam- service that may never be forgotten. T h e United
paign reached its zenith, at the time, at the large and Committee loses one of its foremost members and the
representative Carlisle Conference in November, 1912, associate of M r W. R . Lester in the office of the joint
addressed by Lord Advocate Alexander Ure, which treasurership.
Charles Crompton helped to organize. O n one occaT h e funeral took place in Glasgow on 19th M a y
sion he stood for a place on the Carlisle City Council. from the Glasgow Crematorium, and on the 20th May a
It was his one and only adventure into " politics " memorial service was held in St John's Episcopal
in the sense of seeking public office, for, as he often Church, Annan. T o Mrs Crompton and their son
said, he was no politician ; but he was certainly a Hugh, and to the family circle, we extend our heartfelt
propagandist, impatient at slow progress and seeing sympathy in their bereavement.
" politics " so often not an avenue but a barrier. H e
would point to the success of the women's campaign
It is with special regret that I, his colleague and
for the vote, which he did much to assist, and would joint Hon. Treasurer, learn of the death of Charles E.
ask : " Can we not have such or similar militancy in Crompton.
our campaign for economic justice ? " and from time
I n 1913 Charles Crompton became a member of
to time he did formulate plans for the purpose.
the United Committee, and in 1921 was induced to
His activities were occasionally interrupted by associate himself with the treasurership, bringing to its
illness, sometimes prolonged, and he irked to be u p duties and responsibilities a mind which while never
and doing. He had joined the United Committee losing its high idealism and grasp of principle, was also
in 1913, and it was especially in the seven or eight the practical, critical mind of the m a n of affairs in close
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contact with the worlds of commerce and engineering,
in which he held positions of distinction.
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JOSEPH DANA MILLER

AMERICAN Henry George movement, and the
world movement, has lost a renowned leader in the
death of Joseph Dana Miller, a personal loss to very
many, which will be deeply felt. Joe Miller, as he
was affectionately known by his friends, died at the
Charles Crompton will be missed not only by his Fairmount Hospital, Jersey City, after some months
partner in the post left vacant by his death, but by all illness which had been aggravated by a fall in the
with whom he came in contact during his long years of streets of New York when he was blown over and
association with the movement, and whose respect he injured on one of the stormiest days of J a n u a r y last.
won in high degree. T h e special gifts of a mind, keen, He had been making for a meeting of the trustees of
critical and searching, even in times of sickness will the Henry George School of Social Science. H e had
long live in their memories and by all he will be mourned reached the age of 74.
as a true and steadfast friend.
W . R . LESTER.
Wherever the Henry George movement is known,
so also is known the Single Tax Review, never mind that
" T h e truth that I have tried to make clear will not its name was changed in later years to Land and Freedom ;
find easy acceptance . . . .
But it will find friends j and so also Joseph Dana Miller is known. H e founded
those who will toil for it ; suffer for it ; if need be die the journal in 1901, which has helped and informed and
for it. This is the power of T r u t h . " So runs the epitaph educated a great host of readers. T h e tributes paid
on Henry George's grave, and no words could be more by correspondents to the value of this work, and their
fitting for the preface of a notice such as this in memory gratitude for it, are on record in issue after issue.
Everyone will hope that a successor of equal talent
of one of George's lifelong disciples.
T o the very end Charles Crompton had but one will be found to continue the traditions of the Review
thought ; how to get across to the people of the world that have been so ably set and maintained by its late
this great message, the adoption of which would abolish editor. T h e opening pages for which he in particular
poverty and war for ever and bring justice and economic was responsible, the " Comment and Reflection," were
security to all. T h e very last message Charles Crompton ever the most attractive and appealing, in their exposent to me a few days before he died bore on one of the sition of the Henry George philosophy and its applicamany plans we had but recently discussed together for tion to whatever economic, social or political matter
was in discussion. This is all the more remarkable in
the purpose of intensifying propaganda.
It would not be possible to enumerate the vast work view of the high standard of the articles regularly
which Charles Crompton did for the cause throughout contributed by others.
H e was a close friend and associate of Henry George.
his life. His support was generous and unfailing and his
activities so numerous, his thought for the movement so I n 1919 he was the Single-Tax candidate for the presiconstant, that it would take Volumes of this paper to do dent of the Board of Aldermen in New York, and in
1921 he was candidate for mayor. I n 1917 he issued
full justice to the service which he rendered.
As an engineer and industrialist he had but two aims : the Single Tax Year-Book, an invaluable work of referone that whatever was produced in the works under his ence, with which many authorities collaborated from
control should be of the highest standard summarized all over the world, recording the history of the movement,
by his motto for the works : " Only the best is good its status and progress in many countries, much descripenough for Newbie " ; the other that all with whom he tive material and many articles theoretical and practical.
worked should share fairly in the results of their efforts I t was intended to be quinquennial ; and perhaps a
and be left free to live their own lives in their own way reason that this enterprise was not carried out is that its
assured that so far as in him lay justice should be done function was largely fulfilled by the material made
to all. T h e thriving a n d almost unique community available at the International Conferences in 1923,
now in existence at Annan is a monument to his vision, 1926, 1929 and 1936, the proceedings and publications
of which developed the same ground.
perseverance and enterprise.
M r Miller was widely known as a writer of poetry,
Perhaps the most striking of his many speeches and
addresses was that made ort 13th February, 1922, to his published books being Verses from a Vagrant Muse
Among his many
the Midland Land Values League at Birmingham, and Thirty Years of Verse Making.
when he took for his theme " When I a m Prime magazine articles and contributions on the subject of
Minister." T h e best hope that his friends and acquaint- Justice in Taxation was his article on Income T a x in
ances may entertain is that from amongst his many the Questions of the Day Series. His literary activities
hearers and admirers one day may arise a Prime were so long and faithfully devoted to the advancement
Minister who will carry through the policy he so lucidly of the Henry George Teaching, and in the gatherings
and the counsels of the movement he filled such a high
and crisply set forth in that address.
H u m b u g he could never stand : truth and simplicity place, that he will be sadly missed.
Born in New York, he spent 25 years of his life in
he constantly sought. Though his friends suffer what
in h u m a n terms can only be described as an irreparable Jersey City, and then moved to Brooklyn, returning
loss, we must all be proud to have been privileged to to Jersey City about three years ago. He was unmarried
be associated with him for so long, and glad to have and beside his brother is survived by a niece, Mrs
Dorothy E. Griffin. T o them we convey our sympathy
shared in the advantage of his inspiration.
in their bereavement.
R . R . STOKES.

D u r i n g all these years o f association a n d c o m r a d e s h i p
his p e c u l i a r gifts a n d w i d e e x p e r i e n c e w e r e unreservedly p l a c e d a t t h e c o m m a n d o f t h e c a u s e i n w h i c h
h e w h o l e h e a r t e d l y b e l i e v e d a n d t h e y w i l l sorely b e
missed b y those left b e h i n d .

Mrs Charles E. Crompton has received so many
letters of kind sympathy from the different leagues and
from a great number of individual supporters in the
Henry George movement that she would find it difficult
to answer each and all. She wishes to express through
Land & Liberty her gratitude to all her friends and her
sincere thanks.
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PARLIAMENTARY DEBATES
BUDGET PROPOSALS
Extract from House of Commons Debate, \st May
MR ANDREW MACLAREN (Labour) : It is the work, by hand
and brain, of the producer of wealth that pays all the taxes. The
people who are called wealthy people and who, according to
current conception, are the great contributors to taxation, are,
owing to some malformation or ill-adjustment in our social structure,
able to have vast incomes because they are able to extract fortunes
from the common pool of wealth. The real truth is that it is the
working class, by hand and brain, the organisers of labour as well
as the worker, who are the people who produce the wealth and,
therefore, pay all the taxes. The man who produces nothing
really pays nothing. If he is in a position to pay something of
taxation and he is not a producer, it can only mean that he is in a
favoured position, where he is able to extract a vast fortune without
doing any service. You can levy taxation only upon the value of
things produced by human labour, be they commodities or income,
or you can levy your taxes upon the value of land. These are the
only two bases upon which taxation can fall. When are our Chancellors of the Exchequer going to face the central fact that if you put
taxes upon the value of things produced by human labour you
make them dearer by the amount of tax you levy upon them, you
hinder production, and as a net result you give rise to unemployment ? That is the result of the canons of taxation which prevail
in the minds of Chancellors of the Exchequers here and in other
countries.
T h e landowner as a rent receiver draws not in proportion to any
honest effort he renders to society, but in proportion to the pressure
and necessity of the community in desiring to use the land which he
says is his. Here is a value which if taxed would not hinder production. Here is a value created not by the person who receives it
but by the community. Here is a providential fund that can be
taxed, instead of taxing tea, sugar, incomes and the fruits and
results of industry. It is looked upon as a sort of crank idea.
Conform to natural law in your canons of taxation, or outrage
natural law by continuing the way you are going, and there is only
one result, which has been self-evident in some of the speeches
delivered from the other side to-day. If you go on piling up these
mountains of taxes upon industry and enterprise, sooner or later
the whole structure is bound to collapse. Two things are running
hand in hand in national taxation—the constant increase in national
taxes and at the same time over 1,000,000 unemployed. It stands
to reason that if we lay these heavy burdens upon industry we are
bound, sooner or later, to cripple industry and discourage enterprise, and that will express itself in increased unemployment.
What is this enormous expenditure on armaments for ? Why are
we asking men to join the Navy, Army and Air Force ? This
demand for the conscription of the youth of the country into the
Army and Navy is to defend the land of Great Britain—for that and
nothing else. Who has got i t ? Is it the men you are going to
conscript ? Does the land, in fact, belong to the common people
whose bodies are to be conscripted to defend it ? That is the question
I want to put to hon. Members opposite who are enthusiastic about
conscription, and who think that by conscripting profits they are
making a great advance towards the demand put from this side of
the House. If the Government really believe that we are facing
war, or that it is inevitable, their first duty should be to proclaim
that the land is the common property of the people and that its
resources should be subject to State requirements, before they
call upon the common citizens to defend it. It is mean and contemptible to go into the slum areas of the cities of this country and
into the impoverished areas in the countryside and conscript young
men, who have no stake in the country, to defend the land and then
still hold the land as the private property of a few. During the
last War most of us remember the posters on the walls appealing
to the young men to defend their country : " Your King and
country need you." T h e young men were told that it was their
country, but when they came back they had to pay £5,000 and
£10,000 an acre if they wanted land to use. It is their country
when there is a war on, but it is the landowners' country when they
come back. One remembers pictures of the Highlands with the
words : " Is not this worth fighting for ? " They did not show
the slums of Birmingham and Leeds and the Potteries.
The Government of that day, like the Government of the present
day, knew that even in the poorest of men his attachment to his
country is instinctive, despite the fact that he has not as much of it
as would fill a flower-pot.
How can we be really honest about conscription ? Not by levying
this taxation upon industry or this £200,000,000 in rates on the
houses of the people, making housing impossible ; not in one breath
encouraging healthy children and then penalising any man or
woman who has an increased family by more rates if they have a
larger house. You can conscript in the real, just and scientific
sense by putting this taxation and these local rates on the value
of the land of the country. In that sense you are appropriating

the land of the country on behalf of the people, treating it as the
common heritage of the people, removing taxes from their food
and necessaries of life, easing the rates on their houses and giving
back to the people the value of the peoples' land.
At a moment when you are conscripting young men to defend
this land, speculations in the value of land are an utter disgrace.
Cases of this have happened quite recently. We wanted camps
in order to take the children away from the congested areas. What
happened ? Even The Times called attention to it. As a result of
the Government going into the country districts looking for sites
for evacuation purposes the value of land rose enormously, and
it became a question with some local authorities whether this
speculation would not stop the whole development of evacuation
camps. Now the scheme of evacuating the population from the
cities is going to have the same effect, but nothing must be said
about it. Let us waste our time in talking about pettifogging little
taxes, but do not mention the taxation of the value of land.
It has been argued that Death Duties in some way or another
are beneficial to the community, and that they should be made
heavier than they are. If I were to take from a millionaire by Death
Duties all that he had left, if I were to sweep his estate into the
coffers of the Treasury, I should not have effected in the slightest
degree a proper distribution of the wealth, I should not have
removed the causes which make one man die a pauper in a workhouse and another man die a millionaire. Many people labour
under the delusion that if you put taxation on certain forms of
estate you are in that way bringing about in a rough-and-ready
way the proper distribution of wealth. You do nothing of the
kind. I have no objection to taking something which is left by
someone at death. Under the unbalanced state of present society
there is no reason why it should not be taken for some time, but
it must not be believed that Death Duties are a scientific form
of taxation or that there is anything beneficial in them. They are
predatory in their instincts and in their object.
The causes of poverty are very clear and simple, and the solution
of the problem of poverty is simple. Therefore, if the speech I have
delivered has the characteristic of simplicity, I commend it to the
Committee on that ground alone.
MR E. D U N N (Labour) : I must confess that I subscribe very
largely to the views which the hon. Member for Burslem (Mr
MacLaren) has put before the Committee to-night. I do not
think he will have to take 1,000 years, as he suggested, to get
converts. I rather take the view that he and the party are already
making converts in connection with this matter, because some of
us who have had to do with local government in this country are
appalled at what is taking place in regard to the price of sites that
local authorities and other people require for building throughout
the country.
RT. HON. A. V. ALEXANDER (Labour) : What proposals
are there other than the Chancellor of the Exchequer's proposals ?
I am always surprised when I remember the past history of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, especially in view of the statements
made by my hon. Friend the Member for Ipswich (Mr Stokes)
and my hon. Friend the Member for Burslem (Mr MacLaren),
when I think of the great forensic power with which the right hon.
Gentleman used to advocate the economics of the increment value
of land, created by the community, I am the more surprised that
he does not turn to that alternative of taxation. If one examines
the way in which national expenditure has increased, one finds
that a very considerable part has arisen in the provision of new
barracks, new aerodromes, new stations of one kind or another.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer is not without information on this
subject, because case after case has been put to him at Question
Time bringing to his notice the enormous increase in the charge
to the Government in the purchase of land, in spite of their compulsory purchase powers, as compared with the annual value of
the land until the Government actually wanted it for Government
purposes. In these circumstances it seems to me that the Chancellor of the Exchequer might have devoted some attention to this
question of an alternative source of taxation.
FINANCE

BILL

SECOND

READING

House of Commons, 25th May
An Amendment was on the Order Paper reading as follows :—
To leave out all after " That " in order to insert : " this House
declines to proceed to the Second Reading of a Bill which makes
no provision for the recovery of taxation of those land values
which are the creation of the community and are left at present
in private hands for private enjoyment."
The Amendment was tabled by D. R. Grenfell, G. Ridley, S. S.
Silverman, J . Wedgwood, A. MacLaren, J . Buchanan, *H. L.
Nathan, C. C. Poole, *D. N. Pritt, *M. P. Price, J . Parker, R. R.
Stokes, F. B. Simpson, T. Smith, R . Sorensen, W. Stewart, S.
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Viant, C. Wilson, *E. Williams, R. Taylor, D. M. Adams, J . Barr,
*F. J . Bellenger, E. Dunn, *R. Fletcher, J . Griffiths, Mrs Hardie
A. Henderson, W. Leonard, R. C. Morrison, V. la T . McEntee,
H. G. McGhee.
All except the members starred(*) are members of the Land
Values Group of the Parliamentary Labour Party.
The Amendment was not taken—the Government did not give
it the facilities of debate. Speaking on the official Amendment
of the Labour Party,
MR G. RIDLEY (Labour) said : Let me say a word or two
about the Amendment which appears on the Order Paper in
the names of other Hon. Members and myself, which draws attention
to the question of land values. I have had in this matter a curiously
informative experience. Fourteen years ago I lived in what we
humorously described as the last house in London. From my doorstep there was six miles of open country to Harrow, the poorest
grazing land around London and not worth more than £ 4 0 or
£ 4 5 an acre. Great arterial roads were made, public authorities
came along with plans and the Government gave grants. Huge
fortunes have been flying into the pockets of people who have done
nothing to provide any sort of public amenities or services and who
have made no sensible contribution to the development of what is
now a very thriving suburb. It has all gone to enrich the private
speculator. The Treasury ought not to stand idly by in a matter
like this and watch these huge fortunes being made without tapping
this tremendous reservoir of wealth. A tax on land values would
go a long way towards solving our present financial problems,
would enable us to extend our social services and develop those
things which bring happiness and comfort into the homes of our
people.

MILITARY TRAINING BILL
Extracts from House of Commons Debate, 15th May
[On Clause 7.—Simplification of procedure for obtaining
possession of land taken under Defence Acts.]
MR A N D R E W
MACLAREN
(Labour) : Some of my hon.
Friends and I have Amendments down which, I understand, are
not to be called. But the Amendments which we have on the
Order Paper are a distinct challenge to doing anything at all. The
cardinal principle running through my mind is that as we are conscripting men to defend the land we should equally conscript the
land.
THE D E P U T Y - C H A I R M A N (COLONEL CLIFTON-BROWN) :
The hon. Member is now getting rather beyond the scope of the
Clause, which, after all, is the simplification of the procedure.
MR MACLAREN :
It is something more than that, if I may
say so. It is an attempt to make sure that we are getting the land
much more quickly than we did under the old procedure, and I
say that with all its expedition the Clause is much too slow for me.
Compensation will always be paid when it it a question of real
property, but no arbitrator is called in to decide the value of a
man's body when he is conscripted to defend that property. The
difference is obvious. I do not suppose that, however much I
talk in the Committee, I shall ever convince hon. Members that they
ought forthwith to conscript land outright if they are going to call
for a great sacrifice in the defence of that land. The Government
adopt procedures of compensation. Under these arrangements
they are not doing it openly and there will be no hue and cry from
the public ; but none the less, the owners of the land will get a
toll out of this Amendment as it stands.
MR R. R. S T O K E S (Labour) : I wish to put briefly four reasons
why the Clause should not stand part of the Bill. First, as my hon.
Friend the Member for Burslem (Mr MacLaren) has stated, what
we are, in effect, doing to the young men of this country is to conscript them at a shilling a day and then ask them to buy the land
before they can defend it. Secondly, they are to be asked, in
effect, to come forward and sacrifice their lives in order that the
landlords of the country may continue to draw not less than
£500,000,000 a year in rent. It seems to me to be outrageous
that the landlords should be paid anything more under this Clause
or any other Clause passed by the Committee. Thirdly, I would
endeavour to prevent the War Office from following the iniquities
of the Air Ministry by paying fabulous sums for land which has
hitherto been regarded as completely valueless, and for the guidance
of the Secretary of State for War, I would point out that the Air
Ministry already has paid over £1,000,000 for 5,600 acres of land
hitherto considered valueless. Fourthly, the Committee may not
have realised that in war-time the landlords in fact are the only
people who stand to gain—
THE C H A I R M A N : The first three arguments of the hon.
Member have not been in order, and I do not think his fourth
is. I would point out to him that the Clause deals with a simplification of procedure for obtaining possession of land taken
under the Defence Acts.
M R S T O K E S : If I should be completely out of order in continuing my remarks on the lines on which I have been speaking,
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I will merely reiterate that I think it is outrageous that young men
should be conscripted at a shilling a day and then should have to
pay the landlords in order to be able to defend their land.
MRS AGNES H A R D I E (Labour) : I also wish to protest against
this Clause, even as amended. I think the same method should
be applied in the case of land as is applied to the young militiamen. Land which is required should be taken, and hardship
committees should be set up to which those suffering hardship
could go, and could be given a little allowance if they were not
very well off. I think it is outrageous to pass a Clause in this form.
Everyone who has land, irrespective of his means, should be prepared
to hand that land to the Government to use in the necessary way.
I wish to join in the protest against this Clause being passed.

LIBERAL POLICY
The Liberal Party Organization held its Annual
Assembly at Scarborough, 11th and 12th May.
Resolution demanding the Taxation and Rating of
Land Values was unanimously adopted as follows :—
" This Assembly reaffirms its conviction that by the
derating of houses and improvements through the policy
of Taxation of Land Values, the cost of houses and
improvements would be reduced and the purchasing
power of the people increased. It emphasises the right
of tenants to make improvements with the assurance
that they will get fair compensation out of the increased
letting value of their holdings at the end of their leases.
It urges upon the Party Leaders the need for putting
this policy in the forefront of the Liberal programme as
one of the most vital and far-reaching reforms necessary
to achieve Social Justice."
In the resolution on Unemployment it was declared
that : " Having regard to the continuance of the
dangerously high volume of unemployment, and the
fact that the Protectionist and other schemes introduced
by the Government since 1931 have not only proved
futile as solutions of the problem, b u t have aggravated it,
and believing that only by the application of Liberal
principles can the problem be solved, this Assembly
reiterates its demand for a Government which will
apply these principles, particularly by freeing trade
from the restrictions which are stifling it in this country
and the Colonial Empire, and thus enable Britain to
become the pioneer of a movement for the freeing of
trade all over the world," and the final paragraph
called for " a coherent and well planned policy for
reducing the volume of unemployment in times of
depression . . .
by a programme of national
development carefully prepared beforehand."
(As to
which it will be agreed that L a n d Value Taxation
would so promote employment that it will stand by
itself as an effective policy and should come first and
foremost in whatever is planned.—EDITOR Land &
Liberty.)
T h e resolution on Agriculture condemned the
Government policy of protection, subsidies, quotas and
the like ; and proposing a number of plans for more
efficient marketing, for restoring a n d increasing fertility,
assuring to farmers security of tenure and fair rents,
providing higher wages and better housing and working
conditions to farm workers and the improvement of
educational facilities, declared that this policy must
" by the taxation of land values ensure that the benefits
are not monopolized by the landowners."
Oxford University Liberals
An excellent expository article on the Taxation of
Land Values appears in the M a y issue of the Oxford
Guardian, organ of the Oxford University Liberal Club.
It is so good that we propose to publish a large extract
from it in an early issue.
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NEWS OF TH1 i MOVEMENT
THE UNITED COMMITTEE FOR THE TAXATION OF
LAND VALUES, LTD., 34 Knightrider Street, St. Paul's,
London, E.C.4. A. W. Madsen, Secretary ; F. C. R. Douglas,
Assistant Secretary ; W. R. Lester, Hon. Treasurer. (Telephone : City 6701. Telegrams : " Eulav, Cent, London.")
Members of the Committee and all its supporters join in profound
sorrow that the movement has sustained the loss of an advocate of
the character and calibre of Charles Crompton, the joint hon.
treasurer of the Committee. In other pages we have tried to pay
tribute to his memory, but so much more could be said to make
that adequate. The sympathy of all friends goes out to Mrs Crompton
and M r Hugh Crompton, condoling also with Mrs C. A. Warburton,
M r Crompton's sister, as well as with Mrs Harry Llewelyn Davies.
The Committee was represented at the funeral by M r A. S. Munsie
of Glasgow.
M r F. C. R. Douglas is to be present in Edinburgh at the Annual
Conference of the Institute of Municipal Treasurers and Accountants,
14th to 16th June. A special session will be given to the Taxation of
Land Values, discussing the very comprehensive paper on the
subject submitted by M r Ernest Long, the Borough Treasurer of
Finchley. Further particulars of this important event are given
elsewhere in this issue.
The meeting at the Engineers' Study Group on Economics,
Ethical Section, addressed by Mr W. R. Lester and M r C. H.
Smithson on 19th May proved most successful, in the statements
they made and in the keen discussion that followed. Altogether
17 correspondents, several of them in the U.S.A. and Canada,
made answer to the Questionnaire, and copies of each have been
distributed to the members of the Section. That submitted by
M r Lester is published in our present issue, with permission of the
Section.
In another column appears report of the visit of Judge Jackson H.
Ralston and Mrs Ralston to London, whom the Committee were
glad to entertain. Also elsewhere is report of the meeting of the
Federation of Ratepayers' Association addressed by M r Madsen,
who spoke also on the Liberal open-air platform at Marble Arch
on 27th May, with " Land Monopoly a Cause of War " as the
subject. The meetings at that pitch are somewhat remarkable
(and here credit should be given to M r Cove for the painstaking
voluntary service he has done in making them such a success)
in the earnestness of the audiences, with question-time afterwards
devoted to discussion worthy of an indoor conference.
M r John Wilmot, who was returned to Parliament (as Labour
Member) on 24th May for the Kennington Division, London,
capturing the seat from the Government, answered " Yes " to each
of the following questions addressed to him by the United Committee :—1. Do you agree that the value of land apart from buildings
and improvements is a public value from which public
revenues should properly be drawn, whether by national or
local taxation ?
2. Will you press for a national tax on the true market value
of land, whether used or not, as the best means of obtaining
the revenue the country immediately requires and at the
same time helping to break down the land monopoly which
is handicapping industry and employment ?
3. Will you promote and support legislation to reform the
system of local taxation so that rates are levied on the
market value of land whether used or not, so as to relieve
houses and other buildings from the burden of local taxation ?
The voting was : M r J . Wilmot, 10,715 ; Major A. Kennedy
(Conservative), 7,119. Major Kennedy also received the questionnaire and answered " No " to 2 and 3. To Question No. 1 he
replied : " I consider public revenues should only be drawn from
the income or annual value of the land, the same as from any other
form of capital."
Both candidates were presented with Why Rents and Rates are
High, and attention was drawn to local instances cited therein.
E N G L I S H LEAGUE : Frederick Verinder, General Secretary,
34 Knightrider Street, St. Paul's, London, E.C.4. (Telephone :
City 6701.)
29th June.—Tottenham Women's Liberal Association, 10 Bruce
Grove, N.17. Fredk. Verinder, " L o w e r Rates and Lower
Rents." 3 p.m.
M r B. M. Harvey-James lectured to the London Freedom
Group on 11th May on " The Land Monopoly."
T h e A N N U A L M E E T I N G of members of the League was held
on 16th May. A buffet tea was provided for those who could
attend at 7 o'clock, and, with the opportunity which it afforded
for social intercourse, was highly appreciated by the members
present. At the meeting which followed M r Rupert East, C.C.
(Bucks), the President, was in the chair, and, in moving the adoption
of the Annual Report of the Executive, he reviewed the work of the

past year, and declared that, in spite of the difficulties which, in
these times, the League had to face he saw no reason for pessimism,
for truth will prevail in the long run. After discussion, in which
a number of members took part, the Report was adopted unanimously. M r H. G. Chancellor, Hon. Treasurer, presented and
explained the audited statement of accounts and balance sheet,
and moved their adoption. This was seconded by Mr Frank Fox,
former Treasurer, who congratulated Mr. Chancellor on the success
of his first year's work as Treasurer. The motion was carried
unanimously. The General Secretary announced the result of the
annual elections. Two members of the Executive had retired for
private reasons, and their places had been filled by the nomination
and election of Messrs Arthur N. Batty and Louis A. Franklin,
two " graduates " of the Henry George School of Social Science,
who were now leaders of classes in the School. M r Ralph D.
Young, C.A., A.C.I.S., A.C.W.A., was elected Hon. Auditor,
All the other officers and members of Executive were re-elected.
M r A. W. Madsen, B.Sc., opened a discussion on the Centenary
of Henry George, and suggestions for celebrating it were considered. A vote of thanks to the President was accorded on the
motion of M r J . S. Perrott, seconded by M r W. O. Holmes. A
collection was made and yielded £5 19*. to the League funds.
Letters of regret for unavoidable absence were received from
Sir Robert Hamilton, M r Cecil H. Wilson, M.P., Rev. Mervyn
Stewart, Dr Vere Pearson, Mr T. Atholl Robertson (former President), Messrs Frank Smith, J . H. McGuigan and Chas. J . Fells,
and others.
Congratulations to the League's President on his election to the
County Valuation Committee (Bucks) and to County Councillor
John Boggon, J.P., who has again brought our question before the
Middlesex County Council and secured the passing of a resolution.
The General Secretary's article in the Retail Chemist (December,
1938) has been reprinted in part in the Australasian Journal of
Pharmacy (30th March, 1939).
WALTER

G.

S.

COAD

The members present at the Annual Meeting stood awhile in
silence in memory of Walter Coad, for many years a member of
the League Executive, whose death at the age of 64 was announced
by the General Secretary. He had been head teacher of Regent
Lane School, West Ham, for many years, but, owing to ill-health,
retired about five years ago from his work at school and from the
Executive. In January last he underwent an operation in St.
Bartholomew's Hospital, from which he seemed to have made a
good recovery. Cheery letters received from him after his return
home showed his unabated interest in the League's work and his
affectionate remembrance of his old colleagues. On 1st May he
rose apparently in normal health, sat down to do a crossword
puzzle, and died quite suddenly. He was buried at the City of
London Cemetery, Little Uford, on 6th May, Canon Steele conducting the funeral service. The esteem in which he was held
locally was shown by the large attendance of mourners from his
old school, the National Union of Teachers, the West H a m Head
Teachers, his old College at Culham, Oxon, the West H a m
Children's Hospital Fund (of which he was a Trustee) and others.
The English League was represented •by the General Secretary.
His former colleagues on the Executive will remember him as a
faithful, helpful and well-beloved co-worker, a man of great gifts
and of outstanding charm. Their sympathy will go out to his
devoted wife in her great sorrow. His sudden death was a tragic
end, so far as this world is concerned, to an ideally happy union.
Requiescat in pace.
C.

R.

COOKE-TAYLOR

Another old and valued member of the English League, Charles
Ralph Cooke-Taylor, O.B.E., B.A., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., passed
away suddenly on May 24th. He served with the Red Cross in
Serbia during the Great War, and was decorated for his services
by the Serbian Government. Since 1918, he contested the very
difficult constituency of Dulwich as a Liberal. Barrister, doctor and
specialist for nervous diseases, he will be gratefully remembered by
the Ex-Servicemen's Welfare Association which he helped for many
years. M r H . G. Chancellor, Hon. Treasurer, represented the
League at the cremation on May 30th.—R.I.P.
F. V.
T H E H E N R Y G E O R G E F R E E D O M LEAGUE :
William
Reid, Secretary, 9 Woodside Crescent, Glasgow, C.3. (Telephone : Douglas 5599.)
A Social Gathering of members and friends of the League, by
invitation of our President, Ex-Bailie Peter Burt, will be held in
Reid's Tea Rooms, 34, Gordon Street, on July 6th at 7.30 p.m.
Guest-speakers are Capt A. R. McDougal of Blythe, Lauder, and
M r A. W. Madsen, B.Sc., London.
M r Jackson H. Ralston reached Glasgow in his trip from California on Friday, 26th May. He addressed members of the
Executive Committee which had been called for that evening. It
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was an interesting story which he had to tell of the activities of
Henry George followers in his State, and the counter activities of
the vested interests. His reminiscences of Henry George were
much appreciated. Mr John Peter, M.A., acted as chairman.
Letters to the Editor reported to the office include letters by
Mrs A. McGrouther, Mr Charles McSwan and the Secretary.
All of them were to Glasgow morning and evening newspapers.
The President and Secretary sent letter to the family of Mr
Charles E. Crompton, expressing the sorrow and sympathy of the
members in the loss which they had sustained. At the funeral
the League was represented by the Secretary.
LIVERPOOL LEAGUE:
Alex MacLean, Hon. Secretary, 6
Darley Drive, Liverpool, 12.
The Annual General Meeting of the League was held on 10th
May. The following officials were elected : Chairman, H. T.
Boothby ; Vice-Chairman, J . Forrester ; Hon. Secretary, Alex
MacLean ; Hon. Treasurer, C. VV. F. Watkinson ; Auditors,
J . H. Eastwood and F. R. Jones ; Committee, V. H. Blundell,
D. Daver, J . McK. Baker, Miss McGovern, E. J . McManus, C.
Newhouse, and S. V. Thompson. S. V. Thompson was elected
as Social Secretary.
The annual subscription to the League was again fixed at 1j.
minimum. For 2s. 6d. a delivery of Land & Liberty each month is
included. It was pointed out that all who can afford it should
consider it a duty to pay more than the minimum subscription.
The expenses work out at more than 10.$. a member each year,
based on the present membership.
The possibility was discussed of holding a conference in Liverpool
in September or October in commemoration of the Centenary of
Henry George, in line with the celebrations taking place all over the
world. In next month's issue we hope to give further particulars
of what is arranged.
It was urged upon members during the summer to canvass
everyone they meet with a view to getting as many students as
possible for the Henry George School classes commencing in
the autumn. Names of prospective students should be sent to
the Secretary, who will allocate them to classes in their own
districts.
It was decided to hold regular monthly meetings addressed by
different speakers on various aspects of our reform. Members
are urged to attend themselves and bring friends. Notices of the
J u n e meeting will be sent by post.
We are now in course of arranging all over Merseyside meetings
to be addressed by our own speakers during the coming winter
session. All friends who know of organisations willing to accept
speakers should give information as soon as possible to the Secretary.
Members can do good work by searching in their own districts for
particulars of such organisations.
C R O S B Y B O R O U G H C O U N C I L A N D T H E R A T I N G OF L A N D

VALUES.—

In addition to the letters published in the Crosby Herald (reported
in the May Land & Liberty) letters were published from Messrs
H. J . Burton and A. M. George on 29th April ; from J . W. Foley
on 6th May, and from H. Feilden and E. J . McManus on 13th
May.
Y O R K S H I R E AND N O R T H E R N LEAGUE : F. Skirrow,
Secretary, 129 Skipton Road, Keighley.
The Annual Meeting of the League was held at Collinson's
Cafe, Crown Street, Halifax, on 20th May, Mr Ashley Mitchell,
the President, in the Chair. Business included the Secretary's
report and the adoption of the accounts as presented by the Hon.
Treasurer, and audited. For the ensuing year officers were elected
as follows : President, Mr Ashley Mitchell ; Chairman, M r P. V.
Olver ; Vice-Chairmen, Messrs A. W. Dakers, T. U. Kaye, B.Sc.,
and C. H. Smithson ; Hon. Treasurer, Mr Wm. Thomson ; Hon.
Secretaries, Messrs Howard Binns and C. H. Jones ; Hon. Auditors,
Messrs A. E. C. Brook and Harold Whitaker ; and members of the
Executive Committee, re-elected.
The business meeting was followed by a public meeting, attended
not only by League members from a number of towns in Yorkshire
but also by a large number of the public from Halifax area, some
of whom afterwards joined the League. M r Mitchell presided
and introduced the speakers : Mr A. W. Madsen, B.Sc., on " Land
Monopoly which Creates the House of Have and the House of
Have-Not in every Country " ; Mr Douglas Owen of Manchester
on " Tariff Barriers and the Urgency of their Abolition ; the
Lead which this Country should give now " ; M r C. H. Smithson
on " Social Justice the Only Basis of Permanent Peace." Many
questions and a lively discussion followed. The meeting had a
useful reports in the Halifax Courier and the Keighley News. Sales
of literature were very satisfactory.
On 21st May an open-air meeting was held in the Public Square,
Keighley, at which the speakers were Messrs Howard Binns
(chairman), A. W. Madsen, Ashley Mitchell and C. H. Smithson.
On 30th April Mr Smithson addressed the Harrison Road,
Halifax, Congregational Church P.S.A., and at the close a dozen
members were enrolled for a class of the Henry George School of
Social Science. The Secretary has addressed the Keighley New
Road Side Women's Co-operative Guild.
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Letters to the Press include : Wm. Thomson in the Torks Observer,
26th April and 8th May, and in the Keighley News, 6th May ; also
Anon in that paper of same date ; G. H. Froggatt in the Telegraph
and Argus, 16th May ; the Secretary in the Telegraph and Argus,
10th and 24th May, and in the Keighley News, 20th May.
MANCHESTER LEAGUE : Arthur H. Weller, J.P., Secretary,
798 Sandy Lane, Manchester 21. (Telephone : Chorlton 2914.)
The Secretary addressed a meeting of the Levenshulme Men's
Co-operative Guild on " The price of peace."
Two articles written by the Secretary—" Towards Dictatorship "
and " Towards Freedom "—have been supplied to a number of
Lancashire newspapers.
A series of open-air meetings will be held at Alexandra Park
Gate, Moss Side, commencing on Monday, 10th July, at 8 p.m.
The Secretary will be glad to send dates of subsequent meetings to
local friends who make application.
The annual reunion of the Manchester and Clitheroe Leagues'
workers will probably take place in Clitheroe on Saturday, 19th
August. Particulars of this and other summer-time events will be
forwarded ot readers who apply to the Secretary.
DERBYSHIRE LAND VALUES LEAGUE : G. Musson, Hon.
Secretary, 29 Denby Lane, Codnor, Derbyshire.
There was a slight error in last month's report. In paragraph
referring to questionnaire to U.D.C. candidates the words " all
Labour candidates who stood " should read " all Labour candidates
who were faced with a contested election."
The Secretary had a very interesting time with Codnor Co-operative Women's Guild on 10th May. Mr. S. Stiles was also present.
It is anticipated that a further visit in the near future will be
requested.
We hope Derbyshire readers of these notes will remember that
we have three or four men who are very capable and willing to act
as leaders in Henry George School of Social Science classes.
MIDLAND LEAGUE :
Chapman Wright, Hon. Secretary,
20, Cannon Street, Birmingham, 2. (Tel : Mid 0585).
On Monday, 15th May, the Secretary gave an address to the
members of the Washwood Heath Branch at their Co-operative
meeting room, Bamville Road. The speaker dealt with the equity
of substituting Land Value taxation in place of existing rates and
taxes, and the benefits which would certainly follow in more ideal
social conditions.
P O R T S M O U T H LEAGUE : H. R. Lee, Hon. Secretary, 13
Lawrence Road, Portsmouth.
His official duties having called Mr A. H. Stoakes to the North
of England, his position as Hon. Secretary of the League has been
filled meanwhile by the appointment of Mr H. R. Lee, with Mr
A. Cooper as assistant hon. secretary. The League has decided
to celebrate the Henry George Centenary on Saturday, 2nd
September, at the Co-operative Hall, Gamier Street, Fratton,
Portsmouth. Further details will be announced.
H I G H L A N D LEAGUE : I. Mackenzie, Hon. Secretary, Queensgate Arcade, Inverness.
The Secretary on his monthly rounds of Strath Rousdale and
Ardross on 10th May was informed by a local resident that about
1,000 acres on the west side of the river belonging to the Ardross
Estate had not been cultivated for over 50 years, the owner keeping
this hitherto productive land as a game preserve. And on the
Home farmsteading of Ardross cultivation ceased a year ago,
throwing skilled ploughmen and their families on a congested labour
market.
WELSH LEAGUE : Eustace A. Davies, Hon. Secretary, 27
Park Place, Cardiff.
Cardiff allotment holders are in a state of agitation at the closing
down of plots in various districts owing to land being taken for
building purposes. In the last few months 384 plots have been
closed. Since 1930 no fewer than 1,133 plots have been thus lost.
The decline in acreage has been from 602 acres in 1925 to 391 at
present. To buy land and " schedule " it permanently for allotments is no remedy. That policy will only stiffen the monopoly
price of land all round as Mr C. A. Gardner (" Suburbanite ")
wrote in the South Wales Echo.
The Cardiff Suburban News had a leading article reporting Mr
Gardner's statement and strongly backing up his demand.
Councillor Muston, chairman of the Allotments Committee, has
promised to arrange a meeting of allotment holders to be addressed
by League speakers.
Illuminating information about phenomenal increases in Cardiff
and Swansea land values during the past 50 years were given in
the special articles by auctioneers appearing in the Western Mail
of 6th May. The material has been sent to Land & Liberty for
eventual comment.
The League has lost another of its vice-presidents in the death of
M r Ellis Lloyd, Ex-M.P. In a tribute to him in the Western Mail,
Dr Edmund Thomas of Porthcawl wrote : " He was a man of
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strong convictions to which he clung with great tenacity. Had he
been less firm in his political convictions no doubt he would have
reached a high position at St. Stephen's."
E D I N B U R G H L E A G U E : D. J . Downie, Hon. Secretary, 5,
Arden Street.
Arrangements are in hand for a Social Gathering in the Edinburgh Cafe, Princes Street, on July 7th, at 7.30 p.m., to meet Capt.
A. R . McDougal of Blythe, Lauder, M r A. W. Madsen and other
guests, who will address the meeting.
Among the many letters to the Press not elsewhere noticed,
recently advocating the Land Values policy are : L. Hughes in
the News Chronicle, " Workingman S t u d e n t " in the Barnsley
Chronicle, Vincent Sumner in the Manchester Evening News, E. L.
Daniel in the West London Observer, Rupert East in the Bucks Advertiser, K. E. Abbott in the Bristol Evening World and the Western
Daily Press, G. D. McKellen in the Weekly Review, " Land Values "
(5) in the Staffordshire Evening Sentinel, W . A. Barson in the Daily
Herald, Miss C. M. Cooke in the East Anglian Daily Times, C. S. C.
in the Liverpool Daily Post, " Student of Economics " in the Highland
News. " Why Rents and Rates are Rising " is one of the weekly
articles issued by the Press Service of the Labour Parliamentary
Land Values Group and appearing in a number of papers. It calls
attention to the International Conference in New York and the
Henry George Centenary.
M r Fred Adams, of Penistone, has gifted copies of Henry George's
works to the Barnsley Public Library and to the Barnsley Co-op
Society Library.
SUDBURY, S U F F O L K
We are indebted to M r Frank Dupuis, Hon. Secretary of the
Sudbury Division Liberal Association, for newspaper report
(iSuffolk and Essex Free Press, 4th May) describing the session of the
Sudbury Discussion Circle which in its study had come to the
consideration of justice in taxation. The report dealt excellently
with the taxation of land values in contrast with the present system.
In the Suffolk and Essex Free Press M r Dupuis has had several
spirited letters recently, the spirit prompted by controversy, in which
he has taken a strong stand in favour of Land Value Taxation
with advice to readers to study Henry George.

LONDON'S GROWTH
D r S. Vere Pearson's latest book, London's Overgrowth
and the Causes of Swollen Towns, contains a remarkable
and interesting accumulation of information on the
distribution and growth of population, the location of
industry, communications and transport, housing, parks
and open spaces, water supply and sewage disposal,
and other matters concerning u r b a n development. At
every point the influence of high land values appears,
and the lesson for those who are interested in u r b a n
problems is inescapable long before we arrive at the
final chapter in which the author deals with the remedy,
which is to collect the annual value of land for public
revenue, and to do away with the rates and taxes which
now hamper trade, restrict production, and appropriate
individual earnings.
Unfortunately, D r Pearson does not like the term
" taxation of land v a l u e s " and prefers to call this
reform " collection of rent," although he admits t h a t
" confusion always arises when rent is mentioned,"
because in popular language it denotes what is paid for
the hire of a house as well as of the land on which it
stands. T o use a new name for a n old idea may sometimes be justified, but in this particular case it is a little
more difficult to understand why Dr Pearson should
assert that his proposal " is not the rating and taxation
of land values," for that is tantamount to asserting that
he is enunciating a new idea as well as calling it by a
new name. In any event the owners of land, whose
power and influence are frequently emphasized in this
book, will not have any difficulty in recognizing the
real nature of the proposal no matter by what name it
is called.
T h e book is published by the C. W . Daniel Co.,
Ltd., at the price of 8*. 6d., and is well worth perusal
by all who are interested in town planning and u r b a n
administration.
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T h i s is a n i m p o r t a n t d a y f o r e v e r y h o u s e w i f e !
F o r t h e n e w e s t , l a t e s t , v e r y g r e a t e s t A C M E is
h e r e ! T h e A C M E 55 C l e a n s e r - W r i n g e r .
It
is n e w in a h u n d r e d a n d o n e w a y s . N e w i n
t h e g r a c e , s h a p e a n d s h e e r loveliness of i t s
design. N e w in t h e painstaking attention to
t h e t i n i e s t d e t a i l . B u t , m o s t of all, n e w i n t h e
s e n s a t i o n a l w a y it cleanses as w e l l as w r i n g s .
T h i s amazing cleansing action comes f r o m t h e
scientifically c o n t r o l l e d a n d b a l a n c e d p r e s s u r e
s y s t e m of t h e A C M E o p e r a t i n g o n s e n s i t i v e
a n d resilient r u b b e r rollers w h i c h a c t u a l l y
s e a r c h t h e w h o l e w a s h a n d s q u e e z e o u t all t h e
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s c u m , a n d soap along w i t h t h e water,
N o matter how thoroughly t h e clothes are
washed and rinsed, t h e A C M E has t h e last
w o r d i n cleansing.
H e r e a r e s o m e of its w o n d e r f u l n e w f e a t u r e s — n e w f o l d i n g t w i n b o a r d s — n e w
two-way drain—new reversible handle—new telephone lifting grip—new
p r e s s e d steel f r a m e — n e w s t a i n l e s s c h r o m i u m a n d g l e a m i n g b l u e e n a m e l —
a n d , of c o u r s e , a n A C M E 10 y e a r s ' f r e e r e p l a c e m e n t g u a r a n t e e .
W r i n g e r - M a n g l e - C l e a n s e r all i n o n e ! E v e r y t h i n g f r o m a b i b t o a h e a v y b l a n k e t .

ACME Folding
CLEANSER-WRINGER
T h i s n e w m o d e l is a r e a l s p a c e
saver for t h e m o d e r n h o m e .
It
folds u p into remarkably small space
a n d is a b s o l u t e l y r i g i d i n u s e .
It
will t a k e a n y size o r s h a p e of d o l l y
tub, zinc or enamel bath.
Two
r u b b e r c a s t o r s e n a b l e it t o b e easily
wheeled into position a n d t h e a d justable r u b b e r feet ensure rigidity
o n a n u n e v e n floor.

ACME

Cabinet
CLEANSER-WRINGER

T h i s model represents the
greatest stride towards the
p e r f e c t i o n of h o m e w a s h i n g
equipment. Amazing compactness,
utility
convenience,
strength
and
r i g i d i t y . W i l l t a k e a n y size
of dolly t u b , zinc or enamel
b a t h . B u i l t of steel f o u r
times stronger t h a n cast-iron
T h e p a n e l s of t h e C a b i n e t
a r e finished i n m o t d e d , n o n chipping enamel in four
d i f f e r e n t finishes t o m a t c h
any colour
scheme—blue
mottle, green mottle, grey
m o t t l e , a n d o a k finish. F o r
easy m o v e m e n t , t h i s m a c h i n e is fitted w i t h r u b b e r
castors a n d an adjustable
f o o t is also fitted t o e n s u r e
rigidity on uneven
floors.
T h e white porcelain enamel
t a b l e t o p is 2 0 i n . x 2 6 i n .
T h e h e i g h t of t h e C a b i n e t
is 32 i n .
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